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Abstract

Due to advanced segmentation and tracking algorithms, a video can be divided
into numerous objects. Segmentation and tracking algorithms output different low-

level object features, resulting in a high-dimensional feature vector per object. The
challenge is to generate feature vector of objects which can be mapped to human
understandable description, such as object labels, e.g., person, car. MPEG-I provides
visual descriptors to describe video contents. However, generally the MPEG-7 visual
descriptors are highly redundant, and the feature coefficients in these descriptors need
to be pre-processed for domain specific application. Ideal case would be if MPEG-7
visual descriptor based feature vector, can be processed similar to some functional
simulations of human brain activity.

There has been a established link between the analysis of temporal human brain

oscillatory signals and chaotic dynamics from the electroencephalography (EEG) of
the brain neurons. Neural signals in limited brain activities are found to be behav-

iorally relevant (previously appeared to be noise) and can be simulated using chaotic
series. Chaotic series is referred to as either a finite-difference or an ordinary differen-

tial equation, which presents non-random, irregular fluctuations of parameter values
over time in a dynamical system. The dynamics in a chaotic series can be high- or
/ow-dimensional, and the dimensionality can be deduced from the topological dimen-
sion of the attractor of the chaotic series. An attractor is manifested by the tendency

of a non-linear finite difference equation or an ordinary differential equation, under
various but delimited conditions, to go to a reproducible active state, and stay there.

We propose a feature binding method, using chaotic series, to generate a new

feature vector, C-MPl, to describe video objects. The proposed method considers

MPEG-7 visual descriptor coefficients as dynamical systems. Dynamical systems are
excited (similar to neuronal excitation) with either high- or low-dimensional chaotic
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series, and then histogram-based clustering is applied on the simulated chaotic series
coefficients to generate C-???. The proposed feature binding offers better feature
vector with high-dimensional chaotic series simulation than with low-dimensional
chaotic series, over MPEG-? visual descriptor based feature vector. Diverse video

objects are grouped in four generic classes (e.g., has-person, has-groupjjf -persons,
has-vehicle, and has-unknown) to observe how well C-??? describes different video

objects compared to MPEG-I feature vector. In C-MPl with high dimensional
chaotic series simulation, 1) descriptor coefficients are reduced dynamically up to
37.05% compared to 10% in MPEG-I, 2) higher variance is achieved than MPEG-I,
3) multi-class discriminant analysis of C-MPl with Fisher-criteria shows increased
binary class separation for clustered video objects than that of MPEG-I, and 4)
C-MPl, specifically provides good clustering of video objects for has -vehicle class
against other classes.

To test C-MPl in an application, we deploy a combination of multiple binary
classifiers for video object classification. Related work on video object classifica-
tion use non-MPEG-7 features. We specifically observe classification of challenging
surveillance video objects, e.g., incomplete objects, partial occlusion, background over
lapping, scale and resolution variant objects, indoor / outdoor lighting variations.
C-MPl is used to train different classes of video objects. Object classification accu-

racy is verified with both low-dimensional and high-dimensional chaotic series based
feature binding for C-MPl. Testing of diverse video objects with high-dimensional
chaotic series simulation shows, 1) classification accuracy significantly improves on
average, 83% compared to the 62%. with MPEG-I 2) excellent clustering of vehicle
objects leads to above 99% accuracy for only vehicles against all other objects, and
3) with diverse video objects, including objects from poor segmentation, C-MPl is
more robust as a feature vector in classification than MPEG-I. Initial results on sub-
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group classification for male and female video objects in has-person class are also
presentated as subjective observations.

Earlier, chaos series properties have been used in video processing applications for
compression and digital watermarking. To our best knowledge, this work is the first
to use chaotic series for video object description and apply it for object classification.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A content-based video processing system is suppose to interpret the video contents
(i.e., what is happening?), to raise warning if any anomaly in the description of video
contents exist, and also to predict specific description of video contents [7]. The ex-
cellence of such a system depends on how intelligently it can interpret huge volume of
multidimensional visual data of video contents. The modules in a content-based video

processing system are, 1) video analysis, and 2) video interpretation (Fig. 1.1) [7,8].
Video analysis module includes two pre-precessing functions, a) video enhancement
(e.g., noise estimation, noise reduction, smoothing, sharpening), and b) temporal
segmentation (e.g., shot detection). The pre-processed \adeo signals then go through
motion estimation, object segmentation, and tracking. Video interpretation mod-
ule includes description of objects, classification of objects, identification of objects,
retrieval of objects, description of underlying concepts and events.

The multimedia description standard MPEG-I can be used as an implementation

tool in video content description. MPEG-7 provides standardized visual descriptors
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Figure 1.1: Content-based video processing.

which are designed to uniquely identify or retrieve media contents (e.g., objects in
video). These visual descriptors are designed on the basis of similar functions in hu-
man visual information processing [9]. Examples of such functions are, i) frequency
channels in homogeneous texture descriptors with uniform angular but nonuniform
radial direction, ii) human characterization of perception in terms of regularity, coarse-
ness, and directionality in texture browsing descriptors, iii) intuitive representation
of salient color in dominant color descriptors, iv) Curvature Scale Space, CSS, rep-
resentation in contour shape descriptor from the observation that, when comparing
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shapes, humans tend to decompose shape contours into concave and convex sections.
Different visual descriptors expose different features of the media content. Generally,
the MPEG-I visual descriptors contains redundant feature coefficients, and in natu-
ral image retrieval applications, feature reduction techniques can save up to 80% of
storage and transmission capacity of these descriptors [10]. For domain specific video
processing applications, such as for surveillance video, the redundancy in MPEG-I
visual descriptors has not been studied. The common approach would be to either
refine the MPEG-7 visual descriptors for domain specific video applications, or to
add new visual descriptors for the same. Nonetheless, for human understandable
description of video objects, ideal would be, if the MPEG-7 visual descriptors are
processed after some human brain activity.

Brain activities are not fully understood as to-date, yet in some states, e.g., slow-
wave sleep stage, the collective oscillatory electroencephalography, i.e., EEG, signals
from the neurons in the brain, appears to be chaotic and not random [11, 12]. What
previously appear to be noise in a dynamical system, eliminated with filters while
recording the EEG signals of brain activity, currently appears to be the behaviorally
relevant signal. Chaotic properties, thus, can be related to the ability of the brain
to generate and process information [H]. As such, neuro-science experiments report
that, neuronal excitations in the brain are heavily dependent on chaotic attractor [13].
The chaotic attractor is a non-linear geometrical structure generated by a chaotic

series (see Section 2.4).

1.2 Problem Statement

The research in video processing is moving from pixel towards the meaningful content
analysis, i.e., interpretation of video contents through human understandable descrip-
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tions [8, 14-17]. There are two types of video contents, primary and secondary. The
primary contents are video objects (e.g., person). The secondary contents in video are

concepts (e.g., indoor) and events (e.g., fallen person). A video object is a segmented
image-region in a frame which has been tracked over successive frames. Conventional
feature-extraction techniques usually output a high-dimensional feature vector to de-
scribe objects. This feature vector is vital for creating object description in various
object-based applications, e.g., identification, retrieval, classification in specific video
domains, e.g., sports, movie, news, surveillance [18]. While, segmentation and track-
ing modules are yet to be perfect, video object description can also be helpful to
interpret secondary contents in video, i.e., concepts and events.

Due to recent advancements in segmentation and tracking [8, 14], a video can
be divided into numerous video objects from a scene. The challenge for any video
interpretation module is to generate feature vector for primary video contents, i.e.,
objects, which can be later mapped to human understandable description, e.g., person,
car. When these objects are available from the prior video analysis module, an

object classification application in the interpretation module can generate such human
understandable description from the feature vector, (Fig. 1.1). The feature vector is
critical for discriminative training patterns in video object classification.

Object classification in video is itself a non-trivial challenge. Common problems,
which follow through the video analysis module in to object classification, include,

a) lack of invariance in scale, lighting, and orientation of objects, b) posture changes
for the same object in successive frames, c) existence of parts of background or other
video objects inside segmented objects, and d) lost or missing parts of video objects
in some frames. Discriminative patterns for the same video object, in consecutive

frames are. thus, not always available.

Individual MPEG-I visual descriptor (e.g., contour shape) coefficients can be
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used [19] to describe corresponding feature (e.g., shape) of video objects. MPEG-I
feature vector of a video object is the combination such feature coefficients from mul-
tiple visual descriptors in a multi-dimensional feature space. The MPEG-? feature
vector can be high-dimensional (e.g., edge histogram descriptor has 80 feature coef-

ficients). During the MPEG-? design process, the co-relation among different visual
descriptors were not studied. The design goal for each MPEG-I visual descriptor
was to improve retrieval index in corresponding media databases [9]. The statistical
properties, e.g., variance, of MPEG-? visual descriptor as a feature vector are not
studied. As such, the MPEG-? design goal did not include the data quality (e.g.,

redundancy, discriminancy) of the descriptors as a feature vector.
The problem to solve, in this thesis, is to create a new feature vector, inspired by

human brain activity simulation, that,

• is compliant to MPEG-? multimedia description standard

• ensures good data quality better than MPEG-? visual descriptors

• contains inherent patterns of different video objects to generate human under-
standable descriptions

• improves discrimination among different class of video objects than MPEG-?
visual descriptors

The new feature vector is suppose to offer high accuracy for video interpretation ap-

plications, such as video object classification in specific domains, such as surveillance

video [20-22]. Here the input for video object classification can be the new feature
vector, where, the output will be the human understandable class-labels of video
objects.
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1.3 Proposed Solution

In this thesis, we investigate the scope of chaotic series in grouping feature coefficients
of high-dimensional MPEG-7 feature vector. Our work is motivated by the existence
of chaotic series in the neuronal EEG response of human brain activities [H]. In

the proposed method (see Fig. 1.2), we perform chaotic feature binding, i.e., group
relevant feature coefficients, [23] on the MPEG-7 feature vector.

video

Analysis

list of objects

MPEG-7 feature extraction

mpeg-7 feature vector per object

Feature binding Application
e.g., classification

new feature vector C-MP7

Figure 1.2: Overview of the proposed method.

Our basic idea is to assume feature coefficients from MPEG-7 visual descriptors

as dynamical systems in an abstract multi-dimensional space. We assume such dy-
namical systems to be similar to biological neurons. The multi-dimensional space is a
combination of different MPEG-7 feature spaces. Each feature coefficient is excited,

similar to electro-chemical action potential to a neuron, with a chaotic series. The
choice of chaotic series is limited to one dimensional finite-difference, and delay differ-
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ential equation involving single variable only. Neighborhood interaction of different

chaotic series is calculated with Coupled Map Lattice [24]. Statistical properties (e.g.,
mean) of the chaotic series is then mapped to replace the original MPEG-I feature
coefficients. A histogram-based clustering of these mapped chaotic feature coeffi-
cients is used to locate the new feature vector indexes those form the largest cluster.

The MPEG-7 feature vector coefficients are finally re-mapped to the located feature
indexes from the histogram-based clustering. The rest of the MPEG-7 feature coeffi-
cients are discarded in the new feature vector. We name the new MPEG-7 compliant

feature vector as C-MP7.

We analyze the goodness of C-MP7 as a feature vector by observing the data
qualities (e.g., variance, discriminancy), multi-class Fisher criteria based binary class
separations, and percentage of dynamic feature coefficient reductions compared to
those of the original MPEG-7 feature vector. To test C-MP7 in an application,

we deploy a combination of multiple binary classifiers for video object classification.

Related work on video object classification use non-MPEG-7 features. We specifi-
cally observe classification of challenging surveillance video objects, e.g., incomplete
objects, partial occlusion, background over lapping, scale and resolution variant ob-

jects, indoor / outdoor lighting variations. C-MP7 is used to train different classes
of video objects. We apply popular classifiers in supervised learning paradigm to

verify the performance of C-MP7, for video object classification to generate human

understandable description of video objects. Object classification accuracy is verified

with both low-dimensional and high-dimensional chaotic series based feature binding

for V-MPl.
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1.4 Contributions

Earlier, chaotic series-based approaches have been studied for pattern classification

of EEG signals [25], video compression [26], and digital watermarking [27]. To our
best knowledge, this work is the first to use chaotic series to create feature vector for
video object description and apply it to object classification [28-32].

The contribution of our work is a new MPEG-I compliant feature vector, C-

MPl. This feature vector is simulated by a chaotic series to describe video objects as
available from video analysis, even under poor segmentation and tracking. We,

• propose chaotic feature binding to group a set of MPEG-I visual descriptor
coefficients inherent in different video object class pattern

• show data quality improves in C-MPl. when compared to the statistical prop-
erties of the MPEG-I feature vector, e.g., higher variance in C-MPl

• show feature vector discrimination among different classes of video objects in-
creases with C-MPl, when compared to that of the MPEG-I feature vector

• show improved classification accuracy of video objects (different scale, resolu-
tion, and orientation in assorted indoor and outdoor surveillance shots) with
C-MPl, when compared to that with MPEG-I feature vector

In addition to our proposed core approach for feature binding, this thesis presents
analysis on the excellence of C-??? over MPEG-I as a feature vector, using ei-
ther low- dimensional or high- dimensional chaotic series. We show, cross-validation

accuracy with C-??? increases over that with MPEG-I feature vector, using both
low- dimensional and high-dimensional chaos. However, cross-validation is not enough
to draw conclusion about feature vector for surveillance video (see Section 5.2.2). So.
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we further evaluate C-MPl with both high-dimensional and low-dimensional chaotic

series for classification of diverse video objects from public and local databases. With
high-dimensional chaos, for C-MPl, we find,

• in C-MPl, descriptor coefficients are reduced dynamically from MPEG-I, simi-
lar dynamic feature coefficient reduction is attained with low- dimensional chaotic
series,

• multi-class Fisher-criteria shows increased binary class separation for video ob-

jects in different classes, but, class separation decreases with low- dimensional
chaotic series

• vehicle objects are clustered well, which leads to above very high classification
accuracy for only vehicles against all other objects

• classification accuracy significantly improves when compared to MPEG-I for
all classes of video objects, but, the accuracy decreases with low- dimensional

chaotic series

• chaotic series properties, e.g., drifts in attractors due to the existence of tran-
sient in high- dimensional chaotic series, allow C-MPl to include subtle varia-
tions in descriptor coefficients for video objects in a class

1.5 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follow,

• Chapter 2, includes brief introductions on feature space, MPEG-I. video content

descriptions, and chaos theory.
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• Chapter 3, discusses relevant research on the use of chaos theory to simulate
brain functions, on the use of MPEG-? visual descriptors in video surveillance

and on video object classification.

• Chapter 4, provides details on MPEG-? visual descriptor selection.

• Chapter 5, contains the proposed method for chaotic feature binding to generate
the new feature vector, and statistical analysis of the new feature vector.

• Chapter 6, reports evaluation criteria for G-MPl in video object classification
compared to MPEG-? feature vector.

• Chapter 7, reports the conclusion of our work with a focus on the future work.

• Appendix A, presents sample XML description of MPEG-7 visual descriptors
in different video objects.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter includes brief introductions on description of video contents, MPEG-I
visual descriptors and chaos theory.

2.1 Introduction

In this thesis, MPEG-7 visual descriptors and chaos theory are used as integration
tools in a content-based video processing system (e.g., surveillance video) to create
human understandable descriptions of video objects. The description is generated as

object class labels. The proposed method creates a new MPEG-7 compliant feature
vector for video objects, which we feed to the classification framework as input. The
output of the classification framework are the class labels for video objects. To bet-
ter understand the integration tools in this thesis, we include discussion on human
understandable description of video contents in Section 2.2, brief information on
MPEG-7 standard in Section 2.3, and fundamental properties of chaos theory in

Section 2.4 [11,12,33,34].
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2.2 Video Content Description

A video is physically formed by shots and conceptually described by scenes. A shot

is a set of successive frames, while, a scene is a story unit and consists of sequences

of shots. In surveillance, scenes are usually sequences of connected shots. In general,

human understandable description of a video can be the meaning of its contents (i.e.,
objects, concepts, and events). An example of such description for an object is it's
class-label. Class-labels describe an object as car or person from tracked objects,

e.g., object 1, object 2,. ..object ? as available" in tracking. Concept is the extent

of idea (abstract or concrete description) that relates a video object to the scene.
Concept can be either primitive (e.g., sky) or complex (e.g., harmony, suspicious).
Object labels can also be considered as concepts (e.g., human, car, ambulance). Event
express specific behavior or action of a particular object (or multiple objects) related
in a frame or a set of frames [35]. The meaning of a video scene can vary with
the presence of relevant context. A Context [36,37] is the accessory information in
addition to the low-level features of video contents. Context relates a specific video

content to other similar contents or background of the scene.

The hierarchical flow of possible human understandable descriptions of video con-

tents is shown in Fig. 2.1, which shows that the description of concepts and events

can be formed from the single or multiple objects. The description of concepts and

events can be either context-independent or the context-dependent. For example, con-

sider similar scenes such as, a person stopped in the traffic- erossing, a car stopped in

the middle of the highway, or a truck stopped in a gas station. These scenes each

have different context-dependent meaning, as the context changes in each scene. In

the above example, stop is a context-independent event which has precisely the same

meaning, irrespective of objects (e.g., 'person', ''car', or 'truck'). A context-dependent
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Figure 2.1: Human understandable description of video contents.
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description may also be a composition of simpler context-independent descriptions of
contents as shown by the dotted arrow in Fig. 2.1. An example is a possible robbery
scene, where a stopped car surrounded by multiple slowing bikes at late-night. Each
context-independent or context-dependent description can be either primitive or com-
plex, also shown in Fig. 2.1. Primitive descriptions describe simple video contents.
It can be generated from either a single frame (e.g., the key frame) or from a set of
frames. Complex descriptions can be generated from a set of video contents either in
a single frame (e.g., the key frame) or in a set of frames. The bottom nodes in Fig. 2.1
show that, there may be single object or multiple objects involved in any video content
description. Thus, context-independent descriptions of a concept or an event can be
formed from the individual low- level feature changes in a single object or in multiple

objects contained in a key-frame or in multiple frames. Similarly, context-dependent
description of a concept or an event can be formed from interactive low-level feature
changes in single object or in multiple objects contained in a key-frame or in multiple
frames. Here interactive refers to the low-level feature change in an object, which has

dependency on the context information relative to its own low-level features.

2.3 MPEG-7 Features For Video Object Descrip-

tion

The MPEG-7 standard provides a rich set of visual description methods and tools for
different viewpoints on multimedia contents. The MPEG-7 does not standardize the
extraction of visual descriptors, nor does it specify the application that makes use of
the description of each descriptor. A MPEG-7 visual descriptor provides a standard
format to describe a media content, e.g.. objects in video. Each visual descriptor
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has multiple feature coefficients and follows a predefined XML schema to generate
description in XML format or use encoding scheme to describe in binary format
.mp7. The MPEG-I visual descriptors cover the basic categories of visual features:
color, texture, shape, motion, localization, and face recognition. Each category con-

sists of elementary and compound descriptors. The elementary descriptors are Color
Layout, Color Structure, Dominant Color, Scalable Color, Edge Histogram, Homoge-
neous Texture, Texture Browsing, Region-based Shape, Contour-based Shape, Camera
Motion, Parametric Motion and Motion Activity [10]. Other compound descriptors

(e.g., Group-of-Frames/Group-of-Pictures is based on Scalable Color) are defined as
descriptor aggregation or localization from the elementary ones. The MPEG-I ref-
erence software XM [38] can be used to extract these visual descriptors. The details
on the algorithms of each visual descriptor is available in [9]. An MPEG-7 visual
descriptor provides a standard format to describe a media content, e.g., video object.
Each visual descriptor has multiple feature coefficients and follows a predefined XML
schema to generate description in XML format.

The advantages of using MPEG-7 visual descriptors for describing contents in
video is based on the knowledge that objects in a scene can have different discrimi-

native low-level features, e.g., dominant color, shape, contour. These features can be
used to search, index, classify objects contained in a scene. The visual descriptors

provide good clues for locating objects in a visual field [39].
A video object is a segmented image-object in a frame which has been tracked

from successive frames. Low-level features of a video object can be extracted after

segmentation and tracking. Human understandable description of video objects is the
feature vector that can describe similar type of video objects of a class in a feature

space. An example can be classification label of tracked video objects i.e.. image
region object 1, object 2,. ..object ? as vehicle, person.
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Description of different classes of video objects in conventional problem-space
(i.e., individual feature space) of low-level features is not trivial. One way to visualize
video objects is to get a sense of how near or far feature vector data points are from
each other. To illustrate individual feature spaces, we group a set of video objects

in four different classes, has-person (p), has-group-oj -person (<?), has-vehicle (v),
and has-unknown (u) (see Section 5.3.1 for more details on data sets). Multiple
descriptor coefficients in a visual descriptor forms a feature vector, and an object can
be represented as a data point in the that feature space. Given a set of distances (i.e.,

dis-similarities) between objects, it is possible to re-create a 2D representation of these
objects. We apply classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) function cmdscale [40]
to visualize video objects in different classes as data points in a 2D feature space.

Initially pdist [40] function is used to find the pairwise feature distances between
objects, which returns a vector containing the Euclidean distances between each pair
of objects in an object-feature matrix. Rows of this matrix corresponds to objects,
and columns corresponds to features. This vector is a l-by-(L*(L-l)/2) row vector,
where L is the total number of objects, and this vector corresponds to the L*(L-I)/2

pairs of objects in the object-feature matrix. Then, squareform [40] function is used
to reformat the l-by-(L*(L-l)/2) row vector into a symmetric, square format, SF,
so that SF(aobj. oobj), denotes the feature distance between any object, aobj, and
other object, oobj. Finally, cmsscale of the SF is calculated to obtain 2D embedded
feature distances between objects. Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 show different video

objects p,g, v, and u for color layout, contour shape, edge histogram, and region shape
MPEG-I visual descriptors, respectively. All these figures show video objects among

different classes are not clustered well. In color layout descriptor all the classes are

over lapped on each other with different video objects except part of ? video objects
separated away from others (Fig 2.2). In contour shape overlapped video objects are
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2-D visualization (MPEG-7 ColorLayout)
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Figure 2.2: 2D representation of color layout feature space, all the classes are over
lapped on each other with different video objects. However, parts of ? video objects
separated away from others.
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2-D visualization (MPEG-7 ContourShape)
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Figure 2.3: 2D representation of contour shape feature space, overlapped video objects
with no dominent clustering of video objects.
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2- D visualisation (MPEG-7 Edge Hi sto gräm)
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2-D visualization (MPEG-7 Region Shape)
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scattered all over in the feature space, with no dominent clustering (Figs 2.3). Edge
histogram descriptor shows overlapping of ? with g and ? video objects (Figs 2.4), also
u is scattered over ? and v. In region shape, video objects overlap in different classes,

and expose the difficulty to achieve acceptable class separations. Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5
demonstrate that using MPEG- 7 visual descriptors directly as feature vector does not

ensure generic description of video objects in different classes.
During the MPEG-I design process the co-relation among different visual descrip-

tors were not studied. The design goal for each descriptor was to improve retrieval
index in corresponding media databases [9]. MPEG-I feature coefficients in visual
descriptors need to be, either refined for domain specific application, or new visual
descriptors need to be added for the same [10]. The low-level features exposed by
the existing MPEG-? visual descriptors are standard (see Section 3.7) to describe
an object. However, using MPEG-? visual descriptors, directly as feature vector,
usually works for simple object description [41], and does not ensure discriminancy
in diverse video objects in different classes. The above question can be verified from
Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.

To improve MPEG-? feature vector discrimination for video objects, we take
the approach to group a set of feature coefficients inherent to a video object class
pattern. Ideal case would be if MPEG-? visual descriptor based feature vector, can
be processed similar to some functional simulations of human brain activity.

2.4 Chaotic Series

A chaotic series can be generated from non-linear one dimensional finite-difference or
ordinary differential equation. Chaos is referred as non-random, irregular fluctuations
of parameter values over time in a dynamical system which can be described by de-
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terministic equations. Such a deterministic equation can be a simple finite-difference
equation,

St+i = f(St) (2.1)

,which relates values of a system at discrete times. St is called the state of the system
at time t, f{St) is the function that defines the change of state from time t, St+i is
the state at time t+1. This equation shows how the state changes in time, i.e., the

dynamics of the system.

Many interesting phenomena can arise in the local stability analysis of this finite-
difference equation. If /(Sf) is a linear function of R, the finite-difference equation
can be

St+i = RSt (2-2)

,A graph of St+\ versus St is a straight line, with a slope of R. The solution to (2.2) is
a sequence of states, Si, S2, S3, ...., that satisfies (2.2) for each value of t. That is the
solution satisfies S2 = RS\, S3 = RS2: and so on. One way to find a solution to this

equation is by the process of iteration. Given the value of SO at in the initial time
t = 0, Si value can be calculated. Then the value of Si can be substituted in (2.2)
to calculate S2 and so on. The state So is called the initial condition. Following the

same pattern we can write, Si = RSo- S2 = RSi = R2So, S3 = RS2 = R Si = R So
and so on. Eventually (2.2) can be written as,

St = R1S0 (2.3)

.(2.2) can produce different solutions depending on the value of the parameter R. As
shown in Fig. 2.6, the behavior of (2.2) will be exponential decay when 0 < R < 1.
exponential growth when R > 1, steady state when R = I, alternating decay when
— 1 < R < 0. alternating growth when R < — 1 and periodic cycle when R = —1.
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The linear parameter R in (2.2) can be replaced with a non-linear part (R — bSt),

St = (R- bSt)St = RSt - bSf (2.4)

,where R is the growth rate in the dynamics of the system when St is very very small
and b is a positive number that controls how the growth rate decreases as St increases.
In (2.4), two parameter R and b can vary independently. Now replacing xt = —-,R

(scaling of (2.4) by — ) in (2.4), and replacing xt and xt+\, we get the quadratic mapR
equation,

xi+i - ACt(I - xt) (2-5)

(2.5), is also known as Logistic map. Fig. 2.7 shows that, choosing different range
of value for R, reveals different behavior by this equation. For R=1.5 solutions to

(2.5) shows a steady state system, for R=2.9 the system approaches to a steady
state, and can also alternate. (2.5) can also have periodic cycles, for R=3.3, it has
periodic cycle of duration 2, for R=S. 52, the cycle increases to length 4- Setting R=4,
the solution to (2.5) can oscillate in aperiodic manner. This oscillation is irregular,
neither exponential growth or decay, nor a steady state. This behavior is called chaos,
and (2.5) is a chaotic series.

A steady state is a state of the system that remains fixed, when xt+i = xt- Steady
state is associated with the concept ?? fixed point A fixed point of a function f(xt) is a

value x*t that satisfies x\ = /(xt*)· In linear finite-difference equation there can be only
one fixed point (in (2.3) at xt = 0 when R=I). Non-linear finite-difference equations
can have more than one fixed point (in (2.5) when R=2.9 or R=3.52). Fixed points
in the Logistic map (2.5) can be found from the roots of the quadratic equation,

D 1

xt = Rxt(1 - Xt) or ^t[R - R*t - 1) = 0. so the roots are, xt = 0 and xt = ——- . In
non-linear finite-difference equation fixed points may exists in periodic cycles. Now
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we look at some of the basic definitions and properties relevant to a chaotic series.

2.4.1 Stability Of Fixed Point

A fixed point is stable if nearby points approach the fixed point under iteration. A
fixed point is unstable if nearby points leave the neighborhood of the fixed point. Let
m is the slope of the curve of the non-linear finite-difference equation (2.5) at a fixed
point. The fixed point is: unstable when 1 < m (nearby points leave the fixed point
with exponential growth); stable when 0 < m < 1 (nearby points monotonically ap-
proach); stable when -1 < m < 0 (nearby points oscillatory approach), and unstable
when m < -1 (nearby point oscillatory leave).

A fixed point is locally stable if, given an initial condition sufficiently close to
the fixed point, subsequent iterates eventually approach the fixed point. If a fixed
point is locally stable, then once the state is very near to the fixed point, it will stay
near throughout the future. This is also known as locally asymptotic stability. The
term asymptotic dynamics refers to the dynamics as time goes to infinity. Before the
state reaches the fixed point, it may show different behavior. Behavior before the
asymptotic dynamics is called transient.

If the fixed point is approached for all initial conditions then the point is globally
stable. For linear finite-difference equations, locally stable fixed points are also glob-
ally stable regardless of the initial condition. For non-linear finite-difference equations
there can be more than one fixed points. When multiple fixed points are present, none

of the fixed points can be globally stable. The set of initial conditions that eventually
leads to a fixed point is called the basin of attraction of that fixed point. Often the
basic of attraction for fixed points in non-linear systems can have very complicated
geometry (known as attractor).
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2.4.2 Phase Space

The phase space describes the state of dynamic variable with a set of independent
linear vectors. There are several possibilities for defining a phase space. A ten-

dimensional phase space can be spanned by x(t), x(t+r), ..., x(t+9r), where t means a
fixed time increment. Every instantaneous state xt of a system can be represented [42]
by a set X1, ..... xp, which defines a point in a ^-dimensional phase space. The sequence
of such points defines a curve % versus xt+1 ' in the phase space. This curve is called
a trajectory. As time increases, the trajectories either penetrate the entire phase space
or they converge to a lower-dimensional subset, called a attractor. An attractor is
manifested by the tendency of a non-linear finite difference equation under various
but delimited conditions to go to a reproducible active state, and stay there. The
trajectory is a mathematical description of the sequence of values taken by a state
variable in going from an initial or starting condition to an attractor or through a
sequence of attractors. Transition from one attractor to another is called a state
change or bifurcation. Attractors can be periodic, quasi periodic or chaotic. With
increasing time, all trajectories tend to terminate in fixed points. Stable fixed points
are static attractors. A standard example is a pendulum that has come to rest after
sometime of oscillation due to frictions.

Chaotic attractors are also known as strange attractors [33]. The manifestation

of a strange attractor is its activity which appears to be random, but which is deter-
ministic and reproducible if the input and initial conditions can be replicated.

A set of / first order differential equations X = Fi(X1. i), {i = 1 · · · /) is called a
dynamical system. If time does not appear explicitly in the function F1. the system
is called autonomous. The non-linearity of F1 is a necessary (but not sufficient)

condition for the generation of deterministic chaos. Deterministic chaos means that
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the behavior of the system is not predictable over longer periods. Often investigations
of dynamical systems have been performed in phase space.

2.4.3 Topological Dimensional

In relation to the geometrical topological dimension of the attractor, one can deduce
the dimension of a chaotic series. All strange attractors which have been encountered

up to now have a fractal dimension. Grassberger and Procaccia [43] made a proposal
to compute the correlation dimension D2 that computes the geometric dimension of
the attractor. Assuming that the attractor represents a 2D manifold in the phase

space, it is possible to evaluate the dimension. For every point of the attractor, the
number of points lying inside a circle are counted (or in the case of a three-dimensional
phase space inside a ball) which have a radius of r0, 2r0, 3r0: etc. For the 2D manifold
equation N(r0) = 8, N(2r0) = 32, N (3r0) = 72, ¦ ¦ · Now, if a plot of log(r) versus log
N(r) is performed, a straight line is registered. The slope of this line is m=S.OO. This
is exactly the dimension of the attractor. This result never changes, even if a higher
dimension phase space is considered.

It can be shown that if the attractor is not a 2D manifold but a simple curve in the

phase space, the evaluation of the dimension leads to a value of D2 = 1.0. The number
of points lying inside the circle with radius r is S(r0) = 8, 5(2ro) = 16, <S(3r0) = 24,
and so on. By plotting log S(r) versus log (r), one finds a straight line with slope
m=1.00. This is exactly the dimension of the simple curve, which we assume to be
the attractor. In fact, Grassberger and Procacciai [43] algorithm counts the number

of points lying inside the circle for every point of the attractor, and averages the
results. This method is simple, but time-consuming. Grassberg and Procaccia [43]
have shown that it gives reliable results, even though the attractor. and has fractal
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dimension.

2.4.4 Limit Cycle

Limit cycle is the closed and recurrent trajectory of a dynamical system in the phase
space. All trajectories tend to terminate in this cycle, no other closed cycle lies in its
neighborhood. Without external drive, the limit cycle corresponds to a periodic stable
position of the non-linear system, whose amplitude and frequency are determined by
internal parameters of self-sustained oscillations. Stable limit cycles act as periodic
attractors. The standard example is the attractor of a van der Pol oscillator [44].
Limit cycles regularly occur with driven oscillators. The trajectory can also move on
a two dimensional toroidal surface. In that case, two frequencies are present, oscil-

lations around the torus and along the torus (oscillations with two incommensurable

frequencies). The trajectory never closes or covers the whole tours. The trajectory
on the tours is then known as quasi periodic

2.4.5 Chaotic Dynamics

One of the major properties of a chaotic series is that it is sensitive to initial condition,
Xq. In Fig. 2.8, we see that, with iteration length t=10, (2.5) exhibits same series for
X0 = 0.523423 and xQ = 0.523424. As t increases, two chaotic series drift apart from
each other. Both the series, however, stay on the same chaotic attractor (Fig. 2.9).

Firstly, the system is aperiodic meaning the same state is never repeated. Sec-
ondly, the system is bounded meaning that, on successive iterations the state stays in
a finite range, and does not approach —> oo . As long as the initial condition x0 is in
the range 0 < X0 < 1, then all the future iterates will also fall in this range. Thirdly,
the system is deterministic meaning that there is a definite rule with no random
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terms governing the dynamics of the system. For one-dimensional finite difference
equations, deterministic means that for each possible value of xt, there is only single
possible value for xi+1 = f{xt)- Finally, the system is sensitive to initial conditions,
meaning that two initial points which are initially close, drifts apart as time proceeds.

2.4.6 Delay Differential Equations

Other than the above type of finite-difference equation, chaos can be also found in
higher order ordinary differential equations. One dimensional ordinary differential
equations of the form,

f = /(x) (2'6)
,can have fixed points which grows to ±00, but they do not show either periodic cycles
or chaos. (2.6) can be approximated by a finite-difference equation. A discrete-time
variable xt = x(t) can be defined for this purpose for t = 0, ?, 2?, ...., and (2.6) can
be re-written as,

dx , . X't+1 — Xt /r> 7N- = hm^—z— (2.7)
,where, approximation ? can be very small but finite. (2.7) can be approximated as,
Xt+l — Xt rf \ ¦ ¦—2\— = /(?')'ß????§'

xM =f(xtA + xt) (2-8)

,If ? is small enough (i.e., ? —» 0), the dynamics of (2.8) will be just like the dynamics
of (2.6). If ? = 0, (2.8) becomes xt+i = Xt which is not a good approximation to (2.6).
Analysis of (2.8) reveals that fixed points (x*) in the finite-difference equation occur
at f(xt) = 0, which is the same criterion for fixed points in the original equation (2.6).

A Af

The stability of a fixed point at x* depends on —-— |x. = ?— |x* + 1. Whateveraxt dx

the value of — L». by making ? small enough t+ can be made very close todx dxt
1. This means that for ? small (2.8) shows a monotonie approach to or departure
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from the fixed point, never the alternating approach or departure for cases where
—-I1. < 0. as is available in non-linear finite difference equation (2.5) (see Sectiondxt
2.4.1). A fixed point at x* is stable when — |x. < 0, and unstable when ~r\x* > 0,

QjJb LLJj

reflecting whether —— ¡x. , is greater than or less than zero. This criterion for thedxt
stability of fixed points in the finite-difference approximation (2.8) is the same as in
the original differential equation (2.6). Cycles of period 2 can be found in (2.8) for
cases where xt+2 = %t and xt+i f Xt, but,

xt+2 = Af(xt+1) + xt+i = Af(xt+1) + Af(xt) + xt (2.9)

,In (2.9), as ? —> 0 the only points that satisfy xi+2 = Xt also satisfy xt+1 = Xf So,
there are no periodic cycles of length 2 in the dynamics of (2.8), only fixed points
exist. The same is true for any cycle of period ? > 1.

In one-dimensional ordinary differential equations the rate of change of a variable
? depends on its present value. However in some cases it is reasonable to assume
that the rate of change of a variable depends not only on its value at the present
time, but also to its value at some time in past. An example is a variable x, that
decays exponentially but is produced at a rate of x's past value at time i [33]. Such
dynamics gives a delay differential equation [33],

^ = x(x(t-e))-ax{t), (2.10)at

,Here function ? is a monotonically decreasing sigmoid function that controls x, and
a is a decay constant. If function ? is substituted by a single-hump function, the
dynamics generate fixed points, and chaos. (2.10) can then be re-written [33] as,

^= °-2*,(*- 20^n-O-Ix(O (2.11)dt 1 + x(i - 20)10 W
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,This equation is known as Mackey-Glass equation. Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 show
the dynamics of (2.11) for iteration length ¿=100, for two initial conditions apart by
10~6. However, for both the initial condition the chaotic series and attractor shows
no drift. For 0 < t < 100 (Fig. 2.10), two close (apart by 1O-6) initial conditions
show same series. In Fig. 2.12, for higher iteration (after t=1000) the two series (also,
corresponding attractors in Fig. 2.13) start to drift apart.

The chaotic dynamics is possible in delay differential equations, but not in one-
dimensional differential equations without delays. The reason for this involves the
state of a delay differential equation. Whereas, the state at time £0 of a non-delay,
one-dimensional differential equation is a single number ? (to), the state of a delay-
differential equation at time t0 is given by a function x(t0 — s) for 5 in the range of 0
to L Thus the state of a delay-differential equation is infinite-dimensional.

Ordinary differential equations with either a pair of variable and their first deriva-
tives., or a single variable and its first and second derivatives are called second-order or
two dimensional ordinary differential equations. Chaotic dynamics can be possible in
higher order or more than one dimensional ordinary differential equations. However,
we limit our discussion on chaos theory to equations involving single variable only.
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Figure 2.6: Behavior of linear equation for different R, a) decay with R=O. 9, b)
growth with R= 1.1, c) steady state with R=I, d) alternating decay with R=-0.9, e)
alternating growth with R=- 1.1, and f) periodic cycle of 2 with R=- 1.
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Figure 2.7: Behavior of non-linear equation for different R, a) monotonie steady state
with R=I.5, b) state dynamics with R=I.5, c) alternate steady state with R=2.9, d)
state dynamics with R=2.9, e) periodic cycles with R=3.3, f) state dynamics with
R=3.3, g) periodic cycles with R=3.52, h) state dynamics with R=3.52, i) aperiodic
cycles with R=4, and j) state dynamics with R=4.
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Figure 2.8: Two initial conditions x0 for two low-dimensional chaotic series, where
iteration length t=50. Upto iteration length t=10, both seeds x0 = 0.523423 and
X0 = 0.523424 exhibits same series. As t increases, two chaotic series drift apart from
each other.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter presented a brief background on four major areas related to our work.
We summarize the basics on each area as follow,

• MPEG-I visual descriptors can be used to generate description of video con-
tents. The information about the contents can be expressed in XML format.

However, there exists feature redundancy in each visual descriptors.

• Human understandable description in a video can be the meaning of its contents,
i.e., objects, concepts, and events. This description can be generated in the
object classification and in the video interpretation module of the video system.
Fig. 1.1 shows that an object-based class-labels from object classification can
be useful to form concept- or event-based description.

• The basic properties of a chaotic series is presented. The discussion is based
on a non-linear finite-difference equation and a delay-differential equation. The
formation of chaotic attractors from the stability analysis of fixed points shows

the existence of aperiodic states in a chaotic series.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter discusses relevant research on the use of chaos theory to simulate brain
functions, on the use of MPEG-I visual descriptors in video content description and

on video object classification.

3.1 Introduction

Related work is described in different categories. First, we mention relevant neuro-
science experiments which report the existence of chaotic attractors in brain function
simulations (Section 3.2), and we include major work on pattern classification which
use non-linear dynamics of chaos theory (Section 3.3). Later, we present content
description work with MPEG- 7 features (Section 3.4), non-MPEG-7 features (Sec-
tion 3.5). and work on the use of MPEG-I visual descriptors to describe contents in
surveillance video (Section 3.6). Finally, we present Avork on video object classification
(Section 3.7).
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3.2 Chaos In Brain Function Simulation

The human brain is the center of the human nervous system. The brain structure con-

tains millions of interconnected neurons expanded in different hierarchical segments

in the brain. Most of the expansion comes from the cerebral cortex, a convoluted
layer of neural tissue that covers the surface of the forebrain. The cerebral cortex is
the dominant structure in the brain. The cerebral cortex is essentially a 2D sheet of

neural tissue, folded in a way that allows a large surface area to fit within the con-
fines of the skull. The electroencephalograph}', i.e., EEG signals [11] of neurons, in
human brain, measures mass changes in neuronal population synaptic activity from
the cerebral cortex, and can detect changes over large areas of the brain. The visual

features of any real world object get projected in the retina, and then is conveyed
to the primary visual cortex, i.e., Vl area in the cerebral cortex. Subsequently, the
visual features cause the neurons there to behave as a combination of excitory and

inhibitory nodes. Vl is also known as striate cortex, because it can be identified by
a large stripe of myelin. Myelin is an electrically-insulating dielectric material that
forms a layer, the myelin sheath, surrounding only the axons of many neurons. Axon
is the signal-transmitting nerve fiber in a neuron. The myelin sheath is essential for
proper functioning of the nervous system. Visually driven regions outside Vl are
called extrastriate cortex. There are many extrastriate regions, and these are special-
ized for different visual tasks, such as visuospatial processing, color discrimination,
and motion perception. Vl is highly specialized for processing information about
static and moving objects, and is excellent in pattern recognition.

From Vl, after being passed from layer to layer through several sets of synaptically
connected cells, the information from visual features is sent to several neighboring
higher visual areas in the brain. Each of these areas sends its output to several
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others. Each of these cortical areas contains three or four synaptic stages. Less is

known about how the visual features are processed after the Vl, i.e., in other cortical

area, visual area 2, or the third area, or the middle temporal (MT) area, to which
both the Vl and visual area 2 connect. It is very vaguely known that, in the next

two or three areas handle information on color or recognition of complex objects such
as faces. After that, for the dozen or so areas which are primarily visual, human still

know very almost nothing [45].
However, the brain is a non-linear system par excellence and chaotic dynamics can

be used to explain the ability of the brain to generate and process information [11,46].
There has been a established link between the analysis of temporal brain oscillatory

signals and chaotic dynamics from the electroencephalography (EEG) signals of neu-

rons [H]. Neuronal excitations in the brain are heavily dependent on chaotic attrac-
tors [13]. The chaotic attractor is a non-linear geometrical structure generated by a
chaotic series. For some structure and states the brain EEG sho\vs chaotic activity

and these states can be an indication to the research in cognitive neuro science. The

brain sometimes may as well act noisy tissue. Brain activity, at least, in some states
and in some brain parts, appears to be chaotic and not random [12,46-50].

Babloyantz et al. [51] shows the presence of chaotic attractor (also known as
strange attractor) in the EEG behavior during the slow-wave sleep stage in the brain.
There work reports analysis of data obtained from a single-variable time series which
is independent of any modeling of the brain activity. They show that, from a routine
EEG recording, the dynamics of brain activity could be reconstructed. Chaotic at-
tractors could be identified for at least two stages of normal brain activity. In [11],
Babloyantz concludes that chaotic property should be related to the ability of the
brain to generate and process information.

Freeman and Skarda [13.52] shows that, neurons in cerebral cortex interact synap-
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tically by mutual excitation, mutual inhibition, and negative feedback. Typically, the
negative feedback connections are locally dense, leading to the formation of local
oscillations. The neurons are interconnected by mutually excitory connections over

large cortical areas. An appropriate model of cortex is a sheet of distributed coupled
oscillators, observation is performed with arrays of surface EEG electrodes. The dy-

namics of such systems are shaped by tendencies under perturbation to converge to

stable states that are identified with attractors of three kinds. An equilibrium at-

tractor is manifested in cortex by a steady state under deep anesthesia: a limit cycle
attractor is manifested by regular oscillation, and a strange attractor is manifested
by chaos.

Pashaie et al. in [46] proposes a model seeking to emulate the way cortical patches
process information and interact with sub cortical areas in visual cortex. The capabil-
ities of such networks in producing sparse codes and computational maps are reported

to produce higher level brain functions, in In [46], a macroscopic approach is devel-
oped that incorporates salient attributes of the cortex based on combining tools of
nonlinear dynamics, information theory, and the known organizational and anatomi-

cal features of cortex. Instead of usual simple processing elements such as sigmoidal

neurons, Pashaie et al. use nonlinear quadratic maps (i.e., logistic maps) as pro-
cessing elements. They explored the rich dynamics of quadratic maps that includes

fixed-point attractors as well as periodic and chaotic behavior.

3.3 Chaos In Pattern Classification

Chaotic series-based approaches have been studied image compression and communi-

cations [26,53-56], image encryption [27,57-61] and image segmentation [62-66]. To
our best knowledge, this thesis is the first to use chaotic series to create feature vector
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for video object description. However, chaotic series properties is used for pattern
classification in EEG, speech and image signal processing [25,67-75]. Relevant major
pattern classification work are mentioned below.

[71] proposes a novel classification technique that is used to classify normal and ab-
normal (epileptic) brain activities through quantitative analysis of electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) recordings. The technique can detecting seizure precursors and correctly
classify normal and abnormal EEGs in with a sensitivity of 81.29% and a specificity
of 72.86%, on average, across ten patients. k-Nearest Neighbor, kNN is used, where,
k= 3 to 13, only odd numbers. However, [71] realizes that kNN is very sensitive to the
choice of similarity measure and the EEG characteristics are much more complicated
than Euclidean distance can capture. The result is compared in receiver operating

characteristics (ROCs) with three similarity measures for EEG time series analysis,
Euclidean, T-Statistical and Dynamic Time Wrapping distance, where T-Statistical
distance provide best kNN classification performance. Epileptic seizure detection
from recorded brain signals also has been reported in [25, 72].

[68] shows that the geometric structures of reconstructed chaotic trajectories
contain useful information for nonlinear signal classification and proposes a framework
as a feature extraction means for nonlinear signal classification. It uses a set of
Poincaré surfaces to cut the trajectory that is reconstructed from the nonlinear time
series of interest by means of state space reconstruction in order that the structural
characteristics in different local regions can be highlighted. A Poincaré surface is a
hyperplane intersecting with a chaotic trajectory at a given position. As a Poincaré
surface moves from a position to another, different portions of a chaotic structure are
highlighted respectively. [68] also uses shape analysis to characterize the geometric
structure of the trajectory. The testing is reported on six classes of real world oceanic-

signals.
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[74] uses wavelet to characterize local features for a chaotic neural network (CNN)
by exponentially decaying dilation and chaotically varying translation. Gauss wavelet
is used for the self-feedback of the CNN with the dilation parameter acting as the chaos

bifurcation parameter. The self-feedback prevents the network from being trapped in
the local minima. Experiments on traveling salesman problem (TSP) suggests that
the proposed CNN has a higher average success rate for obtaining globally optimal
or near-optimal solutions.

[70] proposes a chaotic model of inverse pattern recognition, i.e., to model a clear
image object perception which is blurred in certain contexts, when not garbled by with
noise by përceiver himself. [70] sho\vs that even without the inclusion of additional
noise, perception of an object can be 'blurred7 if the dynamics of the chaotic system
are modified. The experimental validity of the model is demonstrated using images
of a numeral data set. A by product of the model of [70] is the theoretical possibility
of desynchronization of the periodic behavior of the brain (considered as a chaotic
system), rendering the possibility of predicting, controlling, and annulling epileptic
behavior.

Theoretical and experimental evidence has been reported for the existence of
chaotic phenomena in acoustic signals. [67] studies nonlinear regularities in ship-
radiated acoustic signals and proposes a chaotic feature for classification. The time
series of interest is embedded into a higher dimensional space by using state space

reconstruction. Then, the largest Lyapunov exponents computed at different evolu-
tion steps are used to form the feature vector. Lyapunov exponent is a property of
chaotic series and can be characterized as a measure of a dynamic system's 'sensitive

dependence on initial condition' [33]. The experimental results show that the chaotic
feature is not only effective for classification but also can strengthen the spectra based
classification in frequency domain.
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[69] reconstructed multidimensional attractors of chaotic series is embedded in
to phase space to model and analyze nonlinear dynamics in speech signals. Use-
ful features are derived for classification of short time series of speech sounds (i.e.,

phoneme). [69] uses Lyapunov exponent, which remains intact by the embedding
procedure. [69] concludes that even if the speech production system is not chaotic,
nonlinear function approximation models can be useful to characterize the speech

signals.

[73] uses chaos theory in steganography which is the science of hiding the very
presence of communication by embedding secret signals into cover digital signals,
similar to digital watermarking. [73] considers that data hiding within a speech signal
distorts the chaotic properties of the original speech signal and uses discriminative
features such as Lyapunov exponents and a fraction of false neighbors in the speech
signal as chaotic features to detect the existence of a embedded secret signals. Fraction
of false neighbors is calculated from neighboring points in a chaotic series which fall
apart in increasing embedding dimension in phase space, e.g., 2D to 3D.

3.4 MPEG-I Features In Video Content Descrip-

tion

The MPEG-I visual descriptors have been used in several video content (i.e., objects,

concepts and events) description approaches.
[76] proposes a hierarchical MPEG-I metadata model to represent video informa-

tion. The model consists of two separate hierarchies of metadata. The first hierarchy

is a directed acyclic graph, captures the relationship between video segments at the
semantic level. The second hierarchy is an object composition graph, holds objects
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that represent meaningful content appearing in the video.
[77] mentions a video annotation model VAnnotator, designed in a way that

allows having multiple views over the same video data, enabling users with different
requirements to have the most appropriate interface. The format used to store and
exchange the information is MPEG-I.

[78] presents the 1MB, German abbreviation for Intelligent Multimedia Library,
that supports annotation and retrieval of content descriptions with a visual annota-
tion and query creation tool. Annotations in 1MB are based on one specific domain
ontology. An ontology is a formal description of a set of concepts within a domain
and type of objects and/or concepts based on their domain specific behavior and
relations. The retrieval mechanism supports only exact matches based on existing in-
stances of contents, not supporting any ranking or fuzzy matching. [79] uses MPEG-I

description of video content's visual features for automatic video summarization.
[80] presents a novel approach to human body posture recognition based on the

MPEG-I contour-based shape descriptor and projection histogram. A combination
of the both is used to recognize the main posture and the view of a human based on
the binary object mask obtained by the segmentation process.

The system Caliph and Emir in [81,82] allows manual MPEG-I compliant an-
notation of digital images from visualization of objects by set of relation operators
in MPEG-I description schemes. A similar work [83], manages movie scene content
from a growing and evolving set of description that fits into all users and interpreta-
tions for generic transcription. The system is built from collaborative effort (through
conflict resolution among similar description for same objects, concepts, and events
of user's point of view rather than from low-level MPEG-7 descriptors.

[84] demonstrates Marvel, which is an MPEG-7 oriented video retrieval system.
Marvel can extract up to 200 different semantic concepts such as summer, winter from
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video streams automatically. VideoAL [18] is another project that consists of seven
modules: shot segmentation, region segmentation, annotation, feature extraction,
model learning, classification, and MPEG-7 XML rendering. The tool associates
semantic labels with each shot or region using a smaller module VideoAnnEx [85].
A concept-learning module builds models for anchor concepts such as e.g., outdoors,
indoors, sky, snow, car, flag and so forth. The tool automatically assigns a relevance
score to the video according to the confidence value of the classification. The Marvel
and VideoAL both focuses on the extraction of high level metadata.

In summary, the existing video description works, which have integrated the
MPEG-7 standard, commonly, generate primary content description in a video (i.e.,
objects) , define the structural relationships of the primary contents in the scene, and
then use spatio-temporal sequence analysis (independent of MPEG-7 standard) to
label pre-defined secondary video contents (i.e., concepts or events). These works
concentrate on the MPEG-7 structural tools, and lack a functional simulation of
human visual system to minimize the semantic gap.

3.5 Non-MPEG- 7 Features In Video Content De-

scription

The review in [8,14] summarizes non-MPEG-7 video content (i.e., objects, concepts,
and events) description generation approaches, for context-dependent shots. The
reviewed approaches mostly use non- MPEG- 7 low-level features as well as human
understandable context information (e.g., restricted zone areas in parking lot) for
content descriptions. The descriptions do not follow any MPEG-7 visual descriptor
or description schema, and are not MPEG-7 compliant.
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What is happening in a video shot can be addressed by the meaning and behavior

of a finite set of objects (tracked in the video analysis stage) in a sequence of a
small number of consecutive frames [35, 86]. The common practice in description
generation broadly corresponds to either the description of specific objects (also,

concepts and events) or the description of generic objects (also, concepts and events).
The generic description problem can be considered as the classification problem of
the time-\^arying low-level features of objects.

Probabilistic frameworks such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [87], Bayesian
Network, and Neural Network (NN) are popular methods in spatio-temporal sequence
expression to describe \ndeo shots [8,14] in any-video shot (including the surveillance
video shots). Most of the demonstration are done with specific identification in a shot.
HMMs are robust against various temporal segmentation of events. But, the structure
and probability distributions in HMM-based approaches are not transparent, and need

to be learned using iterative methods [8, 14]. The computation of parameters for a
given description structure of a model is expansive. To fit a new problem the structure
of the model must be changed, and the learning for variable structure is difficult [88].
Also for complex event descriptions, the network, and the parameter space in the
these statistical approaches may become prohibitively large [86] .

Other approaches for description of specific events include Curve representation

[89], Finite state machine [90,91], Scene transition graphs(STGs) [92,93]. In the
graphical models mentioned above large amounts of training data are usually required
to obtain good models of various actions in the spatio-temporal domain. The training
data are usually limited for specific objects, concepts, and events in surveillance shot.
Trajectories are also used for scene interpretation [86,94-97]. It is often not clear
over what temporal scale should object behavior be defined without any additional
context knoAvledge of the underlying object behavior. Trajectory-based models also
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rely heavily on the assumption of accurate object segmentation and tracking.
Rule-based description approaches [35,98,99] shows their merits for identification

for primitive objects, concepts, and events. Even then, rule-based systems may have
difficulties in defining precise rules for every possible behavior of a content for a
generic description of the content. Usually the rules are defined through numerous
feature thresholds. Also, rule-based description approaches depend heavily on object

tracking.

[1,100], propose a human visual system-based architecture which uses low-level
non- MPEG- 7 features to define the relationships between several processing mod-

ules to mimic human-like perception with a fixed- camera to generate XML-based
description of human behavior in public scenes, such as in streets or in shopping cen-
ters. [1, 100] addresses the challenges such as data flow regulation, process schedul-
ing and managing situations of high data rates between many processing modules
(e.g.. image processing modules, tracking modules, behavior modules) which need
more resources than a standard surveillance system can provide. They propose two

models CAVIAR (with a central controller module) and Psyclone (with distributed
controller modules) for fully autonomous configuration of processing and data flow.
While CAVIAR has the overhead of governing many layers of data modules to decide
what is happening in the scene with a one global controller that knows everything
about every module, the problem with the distributed controls of Psyclone is that,
no single controller knows everything and it is therefore easy to lose sight of what
is actually going on globally when trying to mean things locally. Again in addi-
tion to these limitations, all the modules in both the approaches concentrate on the
structural relationship of features. The semantic relationship is dealt in possible mul-

tiple roles of the tracked objects in the context by considering static (CAVIAR) or
dynamic (Psyclone) priority in the structural features (e.g.. parameter tuning and
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module swapping from neural network decisions or pre-defined rules). The semantic
gap is addressed at the end-part of their model when it may have been addressed
at the initial - part of model. [1,100], with non-MPEG-7 feature-based architecture,
focus on multiple module integration for multiple semantic view of video contents.
Multiple views of content do not necessarily expose low-level feature discrimination
of contents to minimize the semantic gap between low-level features and human un-
derstandable description. However, multiple views of content, provide shared view
of contents which can be useful in ontology-based content annotation. Human visual

system-based approaches [1, 100], have not yet reported the use of MPEG-I visual
descriptors to generate video content descriptions.

3.6 MPEG-I Features In Video Surveillance

There have been reports on the use of MPEG-I standard for automated annotation

in sports video [101-104]. Sports applications focus descriptions of domain specific
video contents, players, referees, goal, penalty, home-run. Surveillance video content

descriptions are different from other video domain contents. Examples of such con-
tents are, person, vehicle, erratic movement (where an object moves in indirect way
from the camera view), crowed dispersal (where objects disperse from crowed), van-
dalism, robbery. Few surveillance works [19,105,106] have reported use of MPEG-I
descriptors to describe limited context-dependent (see Section 2.2) contents. These
approaches generally map the pixel-level video features to MPEG-I visual descrip-
tors (e.g., shape, color layout, motion activity). The structural relations among these
descriptors (along with additional context information) are then statistically mapped
to describe domain specific video contents (objects, concepts, events).

The first use of MPEG-I visual descriptors in surveillance system is done in [107],
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which mainly focuses on automatic segmentation of shots using non- MPEG- 7 tempo-
ral and spatial features. The extraction of MPEG-I descriptors is done on segmented
video objects to represent the objects in a 2D to 3D coordinate transformation. How-

ever, [107] proposes non- MPEG-7 XML schema for content description.
[108] demonstrates quick content identification and retrieval from surveillance

shots, and provides MPEG-7 tags of specific shots based on MEPG-7 description
schemes.

Content description initiative [105] performs video plane object extraction, and
generates MPEG-7 complaint shape descriptors, and then use directed acyclic graphs
to generate linear ordered description of objects in an MPEG-4/7 hybrid system.

To describe surveillance video contents, [19] extracts moving objects automati-
cally by mean of video analysis, and then encoded objects in MPEG-4. [19] uses
feedback between an object partition and a region partition (of the frame) to track
segmented objects in successive frames. The region partition defines homogeneous

groups of pixels corresponding to perceptually uniform regions, whereas, the object
partition defines video objects which do not usually have invariant physical proper-
ties. The feedback also deals with multiple deformed objects, e.g., occlusion, splitting,

appearance, and disappearance of objects, and complex motion. For adaptive video
delivery to different media networks, the MPEG-7 descriptors are used as meta data
for different video object priorities. Later the MPEG-7 descriptors are used to create
MPEG-7 description schemes for manual event description (e.g., who. what). In the
absence of any generic module the MPEG-7 descriptors only provide description of
the segmented object rather than the nature (e.g., car, person) of the object.

[106] decomposes a surveillance video into objects of semantic relevance and
propose efficient encoding scheme for transmission deliver}' and visualization (with
MPEG-7 descriptions) for narrow channels and devices. [106] focuses more to content
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Organization and navigation rather than content description.

[109] uses a layer for MPEG-I color descriptors of moving objects in indoor shots,
and another layer to define the relationships between the low-level color descriptor
ids and unique object ids with descriptions. A graph-based probabilistic module is
used to describe the relationships. The XML schema info (e.g., object id, object

name, graph of low-level descriptor id references) is available which is not compliant
with MPEG-I XML schema. The XML schema description in [109] is appropriate to

specific object description (e.g., John Smith) than a generic object description (e.g.,
person).

3.7 Video Object Classification In Surveillance

Classical approach for content interpretation is to match a pre-compiled template of
labeled content descriptions that represent generic behavior that need to be learned
by the surveillance processing framework via training sequences [14]. One of the
challenge here is the reluctant need to label sparse behavior of large data sets for
better classification to interpret complex objects, concepts, and events [HO]. This
reluctance is due to the unpredictable changes in patterns or behavior of contents

in a shot, and also due to the lack of perfect segmentation and tracking algorithms.

Examples are: erratic movement (where an object moves in indirect way from the
camera view), crowed dispersal (where objects disperse from crowed), vandalism,
robbery. Consequently, the major challenge is to generate generic descriptions to
reduce the complexity of manually labeling diverse data sets. A generic description

generation with effective video object classification can reduce this complexity.
Object classification in surveillance follow two major approaches: shot-based and

object-based. Popular frameworks such as hidden Markov models, Bayesian network.
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neural network, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), support vector machine (SVM), finite
state machine, scene transition graphs, can be used as classifier in either of the above
approaches.

3.7.1 Shot-based

The first approach extracts either, features from objects throughout a shot, or, fea-
tures from a whole frame throughout a shot. This approach can classify objects [111]
or identify a shot with specific concepts [112, 113], such as, music or sports Features
can be both, i) spatial features aggregated over temporal scale, such as, average size,
and ii) temporal features, such as, motion.

In [111], objects are classified into 49 concepts as global (e.g., outdoors, indoors)
and local (e.g., face, people, car, greenery). The ground truth shots in training
are binary ground truth, i.e., either the concept is present or not in a shot. Non-
MPEG-I features, e.g., color histogram, bounding box height and width, motion
vector histogram are extracted from set of frames. SVM classifiers are used with
heuristic combination of these features. The reported precision is poor (near 0.3) for
surveillance related objects, e.g., 'face' and 'people'.

In [112], MPEG-7 descriptors, i.e., scalable color, color layout, and parametric
motion of the whole frame in each shot are used. To group sets of similar shots, [112]
employs hierarchical intra-class clustering for specific context specific features. With
kNN, they report 70.0% classification accuracy.

In [113], 593 dimensional MPEG-7 descriptor for each frame, is first reduced and
then used to classify shots. The descriptor space for the training shots is partitioned in
different small feature spaces to estimate apriori probability. Surveillance shots often
contain incomplete video objects in subsequent frames, partitioning the descriptor
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space may not be an intuitive approach there. Shot classification accuracy of 93%
with Bayesian network. 90% with k-NN, 85% with decision tree, 70% with SVM,
and 50% with neural network is achieved. Basketball, education, music, news, soccer,

swimming, tennis, table tennis, and volleyball shots are considered.
In [114], repeated motion of objects in a shot is used to classify people, groups of

people, and vehicle. Temporal templates of recurrent motion images are computed by
aligning and accumulating objects from a non-MPEG- 7 feature-based object detec-
tion module. 88.0% accuracy is reported with a rule-based classifier.

3.7.2 Object-based

The second approach uses features from objects of selected individual frames through-
out a shot to classify video objects. In this approach, prior to classification, a list
of video objects related to selected individual frames are available from video anal-
ysis, e.g., segmentation and tracking [97]. Features can be both, i) spatial features
aggregated over temporal scale, such as, average size, and ii) temporal features, such
as, motion. However, unlike the first approach above, the temporal scale is not
throughout the shot and thus do not contain any reference or dependency on the

shot (i.e., not scene-dependent). The object features are thus scene-independent and
object-dependent. The first approach is preferable to train a classifier when good
segmentation is available or when objects are simple. The second approach is prefer-
able to train a classifier when the segmentation is poor or when objects are more
challenging.

In [97,115], objects are classified for arbitrary camera viewpoint to distinguish
humans from vehicles. The system employs classical feature-based classification to
initialize view-normalization parameters. [115] measures a wide range objects from
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non- MPEG- 7 features based on shape, motion and periodicity. k-Nearest Neighbor

classifier with k=10 is used. The view independent outdoor shots of pedestrian with
simple shape and motion (without shadows) are considered. Also, only objects whose
tracks are stable, i.e., they are not undergoing merge/split, occlusion, or do not lie
on the image border, are used for training or testing.

In [41], the MPEG-I region shape descriptor is extracted after background sub-
traction to classify different types of ships with ¿-Nearest Neighbor, kNN. To classify
people, [116] uses pairwise constraint, i.e., pair of examples belong to the same class
or not, in a margin-based learning framework. In case of similar objects, the mean
color histogram from successive frames is considered while selecting pairwise con-
strains. Adopted version of different classifiers, i.e., kernel logistic regression (KLR)
and SVM, with majority voting are used. The classification error rate varies between
6% to 22%. [116] considers objects which do not have any foreground segments con-
taining two or more people, i.e., no occlusion, partial occlusion, overlapped or partly
lost objects. Objects maintain different lighting and orientation but similar scale and
resolution. In [117], MPEG-7 visual descriptors are combined for classifiers, e.g.,
SVM, Nearest Mean, Bayesian, and k-NN. [117] concludes that, either it is required
to use multiple features to represent the class, or it is needed to combine different
classifiers to fit a distribution to the members of the class in the selected feature

space [117]. Both [118,119] aimed for human detection using multi-class classifica-
tion. However, the relative contribution of features is not considered because it is

difficult to measure effectiveness of each feature.

In [120], a hierarchical multi-level neural network is used to classify objects. With
8 dimensional non- MPEG- 7 features they achieve 98% car, 9% cycle and 11% pedes-
trian accuracy in parking lot shots. In [121], single human, human group, vehicle, bike
are classified. Features invariant to changes caused by environment, scaling, view-
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point and lighting are used. The non-MPEG- 7 features include shape (aspect ratio,

dispersedness) , texture (edge magnitude and connectivity), motion (optical flow vec-
tors). Variance of optical flow vectors distinguishes walking human's non-rigid motion
and the bike's rigid motion. 11 dimensional feature for each class is selected to find a
linear combination (with weights) of optimal features for that class with AdaBoost.
Then they merge the results of four trained classifiers in a multi-class classification
module. The low dimensional feature vector makes robust use of AdaBoost. The

use of Artificial neural network (ANN) reports 95% accuracy. With ANN it is tough
to make a desired combination of feature sets in a problem domain with too many

training sample. Again, [121] uses limited data sets which do not have any foreground
segments containing two or more people (e.g., no occlusion). The data samples main-
tain different orientation but similar scale, lighting and resolution.

In [122], image regions in video are classified as person or not person. They
develop three generic approaches to discriminate: ridge-based structural models,
ridge-normalized gradient histograms, and auto-associative memories (one layer lin-
ear neural network). The approaches improve previous computationally expansive
appearance-based methods of object recognition (e.g., [36]) or scale and affine trans-
formation sensitive approaches(e.g., [99]). Ridges represent center lines of an oblong
structure, and at several scales capture more information about about objects than

silhouettes (used in [99]) or skeletons (used in [123]). In total ridge-based features of
10 dimension are used. In auto-associative memory based approach global appearance

of the image region of interest is used to handle very low resolution. With KMeans
algorithm, ridge based approaches (robust to illumination changes but disruptive to
local changes) report precision of 0.9 for 'people' and 0.7 for 'not people'. In classi-
fication based on neural network (sensitive to illumination changes) precision is 0.96
for 'people' and 0.9 for "not people'. All the approaches are mainly sensitive to ridges
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(dominantly available in CAVIAR database) and not prune to more challenging ob-
jects under occlusion or shadows. Also performance with other object classes is not
reported.

In [124], a non-MPEG-7 descriptor, 31 binary (0 or 1) features in sub-block im-
age pixel, is proposed. This descriptor captures the large-scale structures in object
appearances by measuring intensity differences between pixel-level sub-blocks in im-
age patches. An AdaBoost algorithm selects a subset of discriminative features from
31 dimensional descriptor, and construct strong two-class classifier. Multiple classes

of cars, vans, trucks, persons, bikes, people groups are tested, and on average 84%
accuracy is reported.

In [125], non- MRE1G- 7 low-level features, such as height, width, ratio, are calcu-
lated for video objects in each frame, while other features, such as ave height, var

speed, are calculated as averages or variances over a group of frames. Only objects
with consistent tracking are used in classification. A leave- 1-out cross validation is

used to divide the training and test data sets. Poor classification accuracy with scene-
independent training is reported. In rule-based classifier the accuracy is 56% for 9
classes, 65% for 6 classes, in k-means classifier it is 77% for 6 classes, and in Adaboost

classifier it is 75% for 6-classes. [125] concludes that a scene-independent training can
not provide sufficient accuracy. Eventually scene-dependent training reports, 85%
and 88% accuracy, with Adaboost and a learning-based approach, respectively. On
the contrary to the conclusion by [125], our approach is meant to investigate the
classification accuracy from scene-independent training.

[126], proposes a 3D and dynamic scene analysis-based algorithm to classify
static video objects, e.g., buildings, and moving objects e.g., vehicles from combat

aerial video. 3D spatio object features e.g., object shape, line orientation, color, and

texture. 3D static structures of the urban environment of the scene and dynamic video
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features, e.g., vehicle motion patterns over time are used to create spatio-temporal
feature vectors. These vectors vectors are then used in a probabilistic graphical model

for classification. The field of view panoramic mosaics are generated to preserve both
3D and dynamic information. Classification accuracy of 90% is reported to classify
buildings and vehicles from low-resolution airborne surveillance video.

In [127], entity-relation model is used to relate MPEG-? visual descriptors with
descriptions of primitive events (e.g., deposit, appear, walk, run, exit), from hier-
archical conceptual units, i.e., ontology. Interactions between moving objects and
special regions are represented as spatial relationships, rules and conceptual units.
In [128], moving blobs are detected from adaptive Gaussian Mixer Model per back-
ground pixel, followed by pixel grouping. MPEG-? complaint scene layout for multi-
ple region classes, e.g., road, parking, buildings, are created, and is used to generate

hypothesis for object class labels. An exhaustive ontology can be created using com-

munity collaboration (e.g., [83]) which allows shared views of the same content. We
understand that, ontology based shared views of objects do not necessarily expose

the underlying low-level feature discrimination to create an effective feature vector

for video object classification.

In brief, irrespective of the choice of classifier, most approaches use non-MPEG-

7 features. Also, high classification accuracy with challenging surveillance video
objects, e.g., incomplete objects, partial occlusion, background over lapping, scale,

and resolution variant objects, indoor - outdoor lighting variations, are not significant

in the above approaches.
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3.8 Summary

This chapter reviewed relevant work on chaos theory, MPEG-7 and classification. We

understand that,

• Chaotic attractors can be related to the ability of the brain to generate and

process information. Chaotic series properties are used for pattern classification

in EEG, speech and image signal processing

• There has been limited use of MPEG-7 visual descriptors to represent specific

video contents

• In the surveillance video systems where MPEG-7 descriptors are used, high clas-

sification accuracy with challenging surveillance video objects, e.g., incomplete
objects, partial occlusion, background over lapping, is yet to be reported

• Irrespective of the choice of classifier, surveillance video systems use non- MPEG-
7 features

• None of the approaches use chaotic series-based feature vector for video object

description
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Chapter 4

MPEG-7 Feature Selection

This chapter provides details on different available MPEG-7 visual descriptors and
the rationale behind selected visual descriptors for this work.

4.1 Introduction

The MPEG-7 visual descriptors cover the basic categories of visual features: color,
texture, shape, motion, localization, and face recognition. Each category consists of
elementary and compound descriptors. Nine of these descriptors are elementary visual
descriptors, others are compound visual descriptors, and are defined as descriptor
aggregation or localization from the elementary ones. The compound descriptors are
not actually descriptors in the sense that they do not extract low-level features of
media contents.

We do preliminary selection of visual descriptors from findings in MPEG-7 litera-
ture (e.g., [9]). Then, we apply MPEG-7 reference software XM [38] on surveillance
data sets (see Section 5.3.1) to verify the robustness of each visual descriptors. The
XML description of sample video objects for each class is included in Appendix A.



We end up selecting the sets of MPEG-I elementary visual descriptors which offer
fast extraction, interoperability, are of compact size, and are scale and resolution
invariant.

The MPEG-I reference software XM [38] can be used to extract MPEG- 7 visual
descriptors. The details on the algorithms of each visual descriptor is available in [9].
Each video object can be feed to the XM as an object image for feature extraction.
Eidenberger in [10] tested statistical properties of elementary visual descriptor com-
binations in monochrome texture-based Brodatz data set, Corel color photo data set,

and artificial color images with few color gradations. The best descriptor-combination
as reported in [10] are, color layout, dominant color, edge histogram, and texture
browsing. Considering our application domain, i.e., object classification in surveil-
lance video, we review each elementary visual descriptor definition. We select the

set of visual descriptors which offer fast extraction, interoperability, are of compact
size, and are scale and resolution invariant. The selected descriptors are color lay-

out, edge histogram, region shape, and contour shape. Sample XML description for
these descriptors in different video objects are shown in Appendix B. The discrimi-
nancy among different of video objects are expressed as descriptor coefficients in the
XML descriptions. However, this discriminancy in MPEG-I visual descriptors has
to be verified in a video object classification module to qualify these descriptors to

be used as feature vector for generic description of video objects of different classes.

In the following sections, we briefly explain our justifications on the MPEG-7 visual
descriptors.
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4.2 Dominant Color

Color features become useful in fairly high resolution images, in general, they plays

important role in tracking rather than object classification [115]. The dominant color
is the most common color descriptor. Its feature coefficients consist of number of

representative colors (up to eight), their percentages in the region, spatial coherency
of the colors, and color variances for each color. It is useful where a small number of
colors are enough to characterize the color information in the region of interest. Main
target applications are similarity retrieval in image database and browsing based on
single or several color values. Our data sets include a wide range of scale and resolution
invariant video objects from indoor and outdoor video shots. By observation of the
data sets we find that the number of representative colors and corresponding feature

coefficients varies in the dominant color XML description of video objects. Feature

vector dimension for a class of training or testing video objects are not same. For

this reason we drop dominant color descriptor.

4.3 Scalable Color

This descriptor is a restricted color histogram feature of video objects. The color
space is fixed to HSV with a uniform quantization of the color space to 256 bins
which includes 16 levels in H, 4 levels in S, and 4 levels in V. For compression, the

bin information is stored in the MPEG-I stream after a Haar transform encoding

step. Haar transform is a one-dimensional transform which makes use of the Haar

functions [129]. Interoperability between different resolution levels is retained because
of the scaling property of the Haar transform. The Haar coefficients maybe extracted
from a 128-, 64-, or 32- bin histogram, thus, the scalable color descriptor does not
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guarantee interoperability with other similar MPEG-7 applications, unless the Haar
coefficients are extracted in the same precision in all applications. This descriptor is

useful for image-to-image matching and retrieval based on color feature. The high-
pass coefficients of the Haar transform express the information contained in finer-
resolution levels. Scalable color exhibits high redundancy between adjacent histogram

bins. The redundancy can be explained by the impurity (slight variation) of colors
caused by variable illumination and shadowing effects. It is not prune to variable
illumination and shadowing.

4.4 Color Structure

This descriptor expresses local color structure in an object image using a 8x8 struc-

turing element. The algorithm counts the number of times, a particular color is
contained within the structuring element as the structuring element scans the image.

The HMMD color space is used in this descriptor. Variable number of color bins are

possible: 184, 120, 64, and 32. It is sensitive to certain image features to which the
color histogram is blind [9]. Color quantization of an image affects its color struc-
ture. The descriptor does not guarantee descriptor interoperability for two different

extraction or resizing methods. In contrast to most other descriptors, extraction,

and resizing of this descriptor is a normative process within the standard, i.e., major
steps are specified by the MPEG-7 standard. Deviation from these steps risks break-
ing the interoperability of the descriptor. The main functionality of this descriptor is
image-to-image matching.
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4.5 Color Layout

This descriptor is content independent, because of the luminance coefficients. Spatial

distribution of color of visual signals is contained in this descriptor in a very compact

form. The captured feature is represented in frequency domain, so users can easily
introduce perceptual sensitivity of human vision system for similarity calculation.
The descriptor has very small computational. costs, and it offers ultra high-speed
image sequence-to-sequence matching. The descriptor has no dependency on image
or video formats, resolutions, and bit-depths. Also it is feasible to apply the color

layout descriptor to mobile terminal applications. It is the first descriptor selection
in the MPEG-I feature vector in our work.

4.6 Homogeneous Texture

This descriptor provides a quantitative characterization of texture for similarity-based

image-to-image matching. This descriptor is computed by first filtering the object
image with a bank of orientation- and scale- sensitive kernels, and then computing the
mean and standard deviation of the filtered outputs in the frequency domain. The

frequency space is partitioned into 30 channels with equal divisions in the angular
direction (at 30 intervals) and octave division in the radial direction (five octaves).
The image texture energy as well as its deviation in each of the filtered channels
is computed. The descriptor is suitable to represent homogeneous textured pattern
when viewed from a distance, such as in airborne images. It performs poor on color

image retrieval [9]. In a large extent the algorithm is determined by another visual
descriptor, edge histogram (see Section 4.8), and for this reason should not be com-
bined with edge histogram. Feature extraction is not fast in surveillance video data
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sets.

4.7 Texture Browsing

This descriptor provides qualitative representation (i.e., perceptual characterization)
of the texture, in terms of regularity, coarseness, and directionality. It offers a scalable

solution to represent homogeneous texture regions in images. It is defined as regu-
larity, direction 1, scale 1, direction 2, scale 2, where regularity may be not regular,
slightly regular, regular, highly regular, direction in degree may be, no direction, 0,
30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and scale may be no scale, fine, medium, coarse, very coarse.

The descriptor has poor variance which makes it difficult to use in most applications

(results may be ambiguous for retrieval application [9]). However, it is suitable for
browsing applications. The combination of mostly textual along with numerical de-
scriptor coefficients makes texture browsing descriptors not suitable to be included
as feature vector in our work.

4.8 Edge Histogram

This descriptor captures the spatial distribution of edges in the object image. A given
image is first subdivided into 4x4 sub images, and edge histograms for each of these
sub images are computed. Edges are broadly grouped into five categories: vertical,
horizontal, 45 diagonal, 135 diagonal, and isotropic. Thus, each local histogram has
five bins corresponding to the above five categories. The image partitioned into 16 sub
images thus results in 80 bins. Edges play an important role for image perception in
human visual system. Edges represent images with similar meaning. This descriptor
works good for images with non-uniform edge distribution. It also accounts for edge
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orientation. Edge histogram provides effective representation for natural images,
sketch images, and clip art images with non-uniform edge distribution [130] . It is the
second descriptor selection in the MPEG-? feature vector in our work.

4.9 Region Shape

This descriptor defines a set of separable angular radial transformation (ART) basis
functions which classify shape along various angular and radial directions. The de-
scriptor has 35 coefficients. It makes use of all pixels constituting the shape within a
frame, it can describe any shapes, i.e. not only a simple shape with a single connected
region but also a complex shape that consists of holes in the object or several disjoint
regions. The descriptor is robust to segmentation noise. It can cope with errors in
segmentation where an object is split into disconnected sub regions, provided that
the descriptor was computed using all sub regions. It is robust to minor deformation

along the boundary of the object. The descriptor size is compact and fixed to 17.5

bytes, extraction is fast. The descriptor also offers scale and rotation invariance. Re-
gion shape descriptor performs excellent on any type of media as feature vector [41].
This is the third descriptor selection in the MPEG-? feature vector in our work.

4.10 Contour Shape

This descriptor captures characteristic shape features of an object image or region

based on its contour. It uses Curvature Scale-Space (CSS) [3] representation, and its
feature coefficients represents very well characteristic of the object shape, enabling

similarity-based retrieval. It reflects properties of the perception of human visual
system and offers good generalization [9]. It is robust to non-rigid motion, to partial
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occlusion of the shape, and to perspective transformations. The descriptor is also
compact in size. This is the fourth r descriptor selection in the MPEG-I feature
vector in our work.

4.11 MPEG-I Motion Descriptors For Classifica-

tion?

[114] uses repeated motion of objects to classify people, groups of people, and vehicle.
Temporal templates of recurrent motion images are computed by aligning and ac-
cumulating the foreground regions from non- MPEG- 7 feature-based object detection
module. For training five shots from 6 hours of videos are considered in [114]. Testing
is done on two shots (each with 2688 frames) of PETS 2001 [5]. 88.0% accuracy is
reported with a rule-based classifier. These works [80,114] suggests that motion can
be a useful feature to distinguish moving objects in video (e.g., non-MPEG-7 feature
posture, recurrent variation in motion direction).

[80] presents a novel approach to human body posture recognition based on the
MPEG-7 contour-based shape descriptor and the widely used projection histogram.
A combination of the both is used to recognize the main posture and the view of a
human based on the binary object mask obtained by the segmentation process. The
recognition is treated as a typical pattern recognition task, and is carried out through
a hierarchy of classifiers.

On the other hand, [131] does not use any motion feature for classification of
people and cars video objects. Non-MPEG-7 features of objects are used, e.g., width,

height, area, aspect-ratio. [131] uses different features for tracking and classification.
Normalization is done referring to the scaling of a feature's metric according to its
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vertical position, as objects become smaller / larger as they move. [131] states that due
to their temporal stability, object classification is usually applied to the descriptors
obtained from the tracked objects.

To maintain MPEG-I compliance objective for video object description in our

work, motion descriptors available in MPEG-I needs to be used in our work. There
are two sets of motion descriptors in MPEG-7: one set (motion activity and camera

motion) applies to video segments, and the other (motion trajectory and parametric
motion) to moving regions.

The motion activity descriptor captures the intuitive notion of 'intensity of action'
or 'pace of action' in video segments, e.g., fast, slow. In the XM implementation, the
descriptor depends on previously computed motion vectors. It does not have its own
motion estimation.

The motion trajectory descriptor is calculated based on segmentation. A first- or
second- order piecewise approximation of the spatial positions of the representative

point along time, for each spatial dimension. Time instants are initialized as succes-
sive frame-time instants (one per frame). Then for each time instant, the position

(x,y) of the trajectory point are instantiated as coordinates of the center of the region
(mask, bounding box), and the interpolating parameters (1st order or 2nd order) are
calculated as the local second-order derivatives of the positions. The input format for

Motion Trajectory are successive spatio-temporal positions of a point, representative
from the object whose trajectory needs to be described. These positions are gener-
ated off-line, in a process which is independent from the MPEG-7 reference software
XM. When a segmentation mask is available for defining the object, the input can be
obtained by simply calculating for each frame the center of mass of the segmentation
mask, and storing these coordinates. Positions can be directly obtained by segmenta-
tion of motion field, or by getting the centroid of a bounding box provided as output
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of a tracking.

The parametric motion descriptor is calculated from pairs of images. The motion
between each image pair is represented. Different motion models (translational 2
parameters, rotation/scaling 4 parameters, affine 6 parameters, perspective 8 param-
eters, quadratic 12 parameters), for spatial and temporal references can be used. It
is used specially when objects are likely to undergo complex motions or deformations
that cannot be captured by Motion Trajectory. Parametric motion models have been
extensively used within various related image processing and analysis areas, including
motion-based segmentation and estimation, global motion estimation, mosaicing (i.e.,
panoramic view of a video segment, constructed by aligning and blending together
frames of a video segment upon each other using common spatial reference) and ob-
ject, tracking. Examples of use are queries such as search for objects approaching the
camera, or objects describing a rotational motion, or objects translating left.

In this thesis object-based classification (see Section 3.7) is deployed, for which
only moving region based MPEG-? motion descriptor are probable candidates for
motion feature. The data sets (see Section 5.3.1) contains object image of video
objects from fixed camera, views (both far field and near field views). By definition

[9], MPEG-7 motion descriptors are not suited to exhibit discrimination pose or in
postures, among target object classes, e.g., between person and group-of -person, in

consecutive frames. In surveillance video data sets, MPEG-7 motion descriptors for

moving regions lack to exhibit significant discriminancy among pre-defined target class
video objects, e.g.. between person and group-of-persons in a downtown street. [19]
uses motion trajectory descriptors to describe the spatial location of video objects in
successive frames, and reports very low classification accuracy for the above reason.
[19] uses, region locator, contour shape, and dominant color descriptors to improve
classification accuracy.
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Thus, 1) to maintain MPEG-7 compliance objective for video object description in
our work, and, 2) due to the unavilibility of suitable MPEG-7 motion descriptors, no
MPEG-I motion descriptor is included in the target feature vector. Beside, motion
descriptors integrate in the temporal domain and would only be comparable with
other elementary visual descriptors (Section 4.1) in video object discrimination in this
thesis, if the basic color, texture and shape descriptors would be aggregated over time.
However, motion estimation for moving image regions is integrated in tracking [132].
Also, the effect of motion is considered in post-classification (see Section 6.2), where
class labels for group of video objects from different frames which hold same tracking
id are calculated.

4.12 Non-MPEG-7 Features?

Description generation of video contents (i.e., objects in this thesis) belongs to the in-
terpretation module after segmentation and tracking (see Fig. 1.1) in video processing
framework. Video object feature vector for object classification can be independent
of the segmentation and tracking feature. To maintain MPEG-7 compliance in video
object description, any non- MPEG-7 features (i.e., center point x, center point y,
compactness, and irregularity) applied in tracking can not be used as feature vector
for video object classification. Apart from this reason, 1) any non-MPEG-7 features
which can be useful both in object tracking and in object clasification can be replaced

by default MPEG-7 visual descriptors. For example, irregularity in MPEG-7 texture
descriptors and 2) any non- MPEG- 7 features (e.g., center point ? provide spatial
locations and are not discriminative (see Section 4.11) for our target classes in video
object classification.
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4.13 Summary

This chapter presented review of eight basic MPEG- 7 visual descriptors to select a
set of suitable descriptors for video objects in surveillance systems. We select the

set of visual descriptors which offer fast extraction, interoperability, are of compact
size, and are scale and resolution invariant. These descriptors are color layout, edge

histogram, region shape, and contour shape. Our application focuses on object-based
classification where only moving region based MPEG- 7 motion descriptor are prob-
able candidates for motion feature. However, in both training and test data sets,
MPEG-7 motion descriptors for moving regions lack to exhibit significant discrimi-

nancy among pre-defined target class video objects, e.g., between persons and group of
persons in a downtown street. To maintain MPEG-7 compliance, any non-MPEG-7
features even available from video analysis for video objects are not considered.
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Chapter 5

Proposed Feature Binding Method

This chapter contains the proposed method for chaotic feature binding to generate
the new feature vector. In Section 6.10.1, we further disscuss important steps of
the proposed feature binding which contribute to the robustness of the new feature
vector. In Section 5.3, we present the statistical analysis of the new feature \'ector
based on the simulation of the proposed feature binding method.

5.1 Introduction

A feature space is an abstract space where each object is represented as a point
whose dimension is determined by the number of features. Any feature space is as-
sumed to have a certain geometry (e.g., Euclidean). There is a multi-dimensional

(e.g.. j) feature space for each MPEG-I visual descriptor, where each feature space
is j-dimensional. j is not uniform in all descriptors, i.e., it varies in different descrip-
tors. A video object can also be described with a set of MPEG-7 visual descriptors
where each descriptor has its own descriptor coefficients. Then there can be mul-
tiple features spaces {e.g. Ji - dimensional, j 2 - dimensional. ...J1 - dimensional)
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Figure 5.1: A layered multi-dimensional space binding space, which can incorporate
different feature spaces of different MPEG-7 visual descriptors.

for total I number of MPEG-7 visual descriptors. To accommodate multiple feature

spaces in different visual descriptors for a video object, we define the concept of a
layered multi-dimensional space as binding space, which can incorporate different fea-
ture spaces from different descriptors. We assume the binding space as the 'problem
space' similar to the object recognition 'problem space' of the primary visual cortex.
Primary visual cortex is the center of neuronal activity for processing visual features
in human brain (see Section 3.2).

Fig. 5.1 shows the diagram of the binding space. Here the y-axis is assumed to have
semantic, i.e., meaning, dimension and represent abstract semantic co-relations of
feature coefficients. In real world, an object can have multiple semantic (i.e., meaning)
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Figure 5.2: Shared relationship among video object, low level features, and human
understandable descriptions.

associated with multiple human understandable descriptions, e.g., a video object
with a person driving a car, can be labeled as both 'has-persori and 'has -vehicle).
Feature coefficients in a set of descriptors can be common to multiple descriptions

for the same object or for multiple objects. As shown in Fig. 5.2, for a video object,
different feature coefficients from different descriptors can have shared relationship

to define different descriptions. The semantic dimension in Fig. 5.1 is intended to
account for any 'undefined' semantic relevance of descriptor coefficients in different
visual descriptors.

The x-axis in Fig. 5.1 represents the number of coefficients in different MPEG-I
descriptors. Multiple (i.e., /) MPEG-I feature spaces reside in the lower layer of the
binding space. The assumption of the binding space open rooms to process (e.g.,
chaotic feature binding) coefficients of MPEG-I visual descriptors.

5.2 Feature Binding

Feature binding [23] is a process to group relevant sets of feature coefficients in a multi-
dimensional space (see Fig. 5.1). We apply feature binding on coefficients of different
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MPEG-7 descriptors in an abstract multi dimensional space. We use chaotic series to
generate a MPEG-7 compliant feature vector C-MPl. A MPEG-7 compliant feature
vector is a modified MPEG-7 feature vector which can generate XML description of
media content using the same XML schema as available in the MPEG-7 standard
[9]. C-MPl is MPEG-I compliant, because, it contains some of the same MPEG-7
descriptor coefficients. So C-MP7 can adopt the same XML schema [9] as offered by
each MPEG-7 visual descriptors to generate XML description files. The difference in
C-MP7 and MPEG-7 are the null feature elements padded dynamically at different

indexes during feature binding. The MPEG-7 compliance preserve the scopes for
C-MP7 to exchange video object descriptions with other industry standard MPEG-7
applications. The binding space in Fig. 5.1 groups coefficients from different MPEG-7
descriptors of different feature spaces into a single feature space. The new feature
vector C-MPl is suppose to provide generic description of video objects in different
classes.

In the framework of the proposed approach (see Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4), the input
video goes through a video analysis module [132] that produces a list of segmented
and tracked video objects. These video objects are first pre-labeled and grouped in
different classes. The feature binding is done from the extracted MPEG-7 visual
descriptors in each video object (Fig. 5.4). The feature binding then, derives feature
vector C-MPl for video objects of each class.
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5.2.1 Overview

The video analysis module generates a list of video objects Oh where I e L\ L is
the total number of video objects. dijh where d^i G K, is %th MPEG-I descriptor of
object Oi with jth feature coefficients, where j G Ji and i G I. The number of feature
elements in descriptor i is Ji, and the number of descriptors per object Oi is I. YYt
is the feature vector for object Oi , which contains feature coefficients of all MPEG-I
visual descriptors, i.e.,

YYi = [dmdi2i ¦ ¦ ¦ (1-Ij1I ¦ ¦ ¦ d2\id22i ¦ - · d2j2i ¦ ¦ ¦ dnidm ¦ ¦ ¦ dij,i\, (5.1)

The dimension of YY1 is 130 (i.e., 80 feature coefficients from edge histogram, 12
feature coefficients from color layout, 3 feature coefficients from contour shape, and 35
feature coefficients from region shape visual descriptors). YY is a 2D array containing
feature vectors of all objects. YY = (dmi), where me M, Ie L, M = £Í=i Ji, and
dmi is the value of feature coefficient m of video object I. We then, normalize YY

using the min-max normalization (to preserve the variances of both rows and columns
of the data matrix) as,

VV — ~ mlmin (K o)J- J-nrm — , , W"i7
"mimar _ ""mlmin

After normalization, each feature coefficient is simulated by a chaotic series. The
normalized 2D video object array YYnrm then becomes a 3D video object matrix
YYm-x· by a discrete chaotic series /(·) with a high iteration number, N. Even if N
considered to be very high (near oo), given the inevitable imprecision in character-
izing a system's initial state, it is not possible to predict far into the future other
than to assert that there is a limiting probability distribution according to which the

dynamical system's state will be specified [133]. Considering the computational over-
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head, N = 500 sufficiently exhibits chaos for different feature coefficients (assumed
as dynamical systems) in our simulation (see Section 6.10). We use the discrete
form of either Logistic map, a low-dimensional chaotic series [33], or Mackey Glass, a
high-dimensional chaotic series [33], to simulate respective set of chaotic attractors.
The discrete form of the Logistic map in (2.5) is,

xn+i = rxn(l - x„), (5-3)

where 0 < p < iV, ?G —> co, r = 4 and 0 < Xn < 1 represents an element of the
chaotic series at iteration n. The discrete form of the Mackey-Glass equation is,

0.2(xn_2o) ni (rA\

where 0 ^ ? ^ N and N —> oo.

Neighborhood interaction, among the coefficients in YYmx, is then calculated by
applying coupled map lattice (CML) [24]. To make the computation with YYmx in-
expensive, the CML modified chaotic attractors are reconstructed with finite iteration
length. The characteristics (e.g., correlation dimension) of original chaotic attractors
are preserved in reconstructed attractors [42]. Statistical mean of the reconstructed
attractors are eomputated then to map back the video object matrix YYmx to a
modified video object array YYmd #(·) is tne histogram-analysis based feature binding
of the re-constructed attractors for all /(·) in YYmd. H(-) generates a new video object
array Y by replacing the MPEG-I feature coefficents at varying indexes of YY into
YYmd, Y contains the new feature vector. C-MPl, for each video object,
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5.2.2 Feature Excitation

In the human visual system, the retinal receptors do not fire neuronal spikes in the
EEG, unless a proper stimuli provides sufficient excitations [45]. We consider each
feature coefficient from each extracted descriptor as neuron, and excite the coefficient

using a chaotic series. Each coefficient dmi in normalized video object array YYnTm
can be used as seed x0, for the chaos series with iteration length N to form the video
object matrix YYmx-

In a chaotic series, the iteration parameter ? indicates the time interval (e.g., see
Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.4) that express the dynamics over that specific time. We consider
? as an abstract dimension for feature binding [23]. /(·) generates individual chaotic
attractor, i.e., chaotic series f{xn), n=1.2.....N in the phase space of successive series
elements, from each dml. Each dmi can be now substituted by the chaotic series

/(xn). Trajectories of all dmi form different chaotic attractors which have geometrical
structure of similar patterns, but, the structures are not exactly the same. The
attractors in YY771x can be expressed as f(xn(m, I)).

5.2.3 Attractor Interaction With Coupled Map Lattice (CML)

CML have been investigated for both local as well as global modeling of human
information processing tasks [134]. To define the neighborhood interaction within
f{xn{m, I)) we apply 2D CML [24]. The 2D CML for feature coefficient dmi G YYmx
is given as,

JLn+AmJ) = f(xr,{mj))+e{f{xn(m - IJ)) + /Mm +1J))

+ f(xn(rnJ + I)) + f(xn(mJ. - I)) - 4f(xn(mJ)). (5.5)
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where, f(xn (m, I)) is the chaotic series with initial condition, dmi, ? is the neighborhood
iteration parameter, and e is a coupling coefficient. The boundary conditions of
(5.5) are as in, f(x0(mj)) = /(*„(m,Z)), f(xn+1{mj)) = /(n(m,/)), /(am(0,0)) =
/(xn(m, I)), f(xn(m, I)) = /(x„(l, 1))·

CML thus couples multiple dynamical systems to take account for coefficients of
multiple chaotic series to make the video object-matrix more homogeneous as shown
in the partial video object matrix in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. To apply CML in the proposed
feature binding, at least two video objects are required in corresponding class.
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Figure 5.5: Partial view of the 3D video object matrix for has-person class. 40 feature
coefficients with iteration length ? = 60 for 3 sample video objects are shown. Here
colors represent range of normalized coefficient values, where red represents high
values of chaotic series coefficients and white represents low values of the same
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Figure 5.6: After neighborhood interaction is applied using Coupled Map Lattice on
the same 3D video object matrix as in Fig. 5.5. Range of chaotic series coefficient
values are more homogeneous, where red represents high values of chaotic series co-
efficients and white represents low values of the same. The chaotic series coefficients
are modified based on the coupling of neighborhood coefficient values in the matrix.
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5.2.4 Re-construetion Of Attractors

We reconstruct each CML coupled chaotic series f(xn(m,l)) with very small itera-
tive length. [42] shows that the trajectory of a chaotic attractor can be reconstructed
with fewer (i.e., << N) chaotic series coefficients maintaining the same pattern (i.e.,
dimension) of the original attractor. At regular and discrete intervals of iterations
the value of some state variables in /(xn(m, Z)) can be measured and recorded as,
£·?(?>),?2(?), -Xn(p), ·· where xn(p) G K. A set of g dimensional vectors, whose compo-
nents are values at delayed iteration K, can be created [42] as,

Vn(p) = ??(?),??+?(?),??+2?(?), " " , 2-n+(5-l)K (?), (5·6)

where vn(p) G M9 and g) «N. Thus, for chaotic series coefficients xn{p) we get
vectors vn{p) in IR-9, which is an embedding trajectory space. The dynamics in the
one-dimensional coupled chaotic series f(xn(m,l)) is, thus, converted to spatial in-
formation in (/-dimensional f(vg(m.l)). We re-construct the attractors, as in (5.6),
with lower iterative length g. The reconstructed attractors maintain same statistical
properties of the original attractors.

5.2.5 Histogram-based Clustering

Intuitively, (see Section 2.4), some visual features cause the neuronal population in
the areas of the brain to generate chaotic patterns. We apply histogram-based clus-
tering of chaotic trajectory coefficients of the visual features to syntactically identify
indexes of the largest cluster of visual features specific to the pattern of a video object-
class. To find scalar property of reconstructed f(vg{m,l)), we calculate the mean f
for each reconstructed chaotic series.
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f [Vg(TTl1 l))mean = f(Ì'ml) = YYmd-, (5-7)

Now, histogram H(f(ìpmi)) identifies the largest cluster of f in /(Vw)- As shown in
Fig. 5.7, the indexes of the largest cluster can be identified from the center of the
corresponding histogram bin. These indexes are then used to map back f(ipmt) to
f(vn(m, I)) for each dmi e YY (feature coefficients before normalization). The indexes
outside the largest mean cluster are made null in YY to create a new video object-
array Y : We consider the discarded null feature coefficients in Y as 'irrelevant'. Y
constitutes the new feature vector C-MPl for L video objects, where Y1 is the feature

vector for object Oi .
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Figure 5.7: Histogram analysis for Ith feature coefficients in mih video object in video
object array H(f{il)mi)). Here, m = 45 and I = 130. H{f(ibmi)) identifies the largest
cluster of mean values f in f{wmi). The mean values f are calculated as scalar
properties in video object matrix with reconstructed chaotic series f(vg(m, I)).
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5.3 Statistical Analysis Of The Proposed Method
We evaluated the new feature vector C-MPl in terms of feature coefficient reduction,

information measures, and multi-class Fisher criteria. The performance of C-MPl

is compared with that of original MPEG-I descriptor-based feature vector. Section
5.3.1 first presents the details on the data sets used for simulation. Section 5.3.2
explains why C-MPl is MPEG-I compliant, Section 5.3.3 reports the dynamic fea-
ture reduction in C-MPl, Section 5.3.4 presents the mean and variance of C-MPl to
illustrate the discriminancy among different video objects, and Section 5.3.5 shows
the multi-class Fisher criteria evaluation for C-MPl.

5.3.1 Data Sets

For simulation, we select 5500 diverse video objects as ground truth from about
18000 frames of 30 assorted indoor and outdoor surveillance scenes. Scenes are taken

from public surveillance video databases, CAVIAR, EPFL, INRS, UROCHESTER,
QCIF, and also from a local, AXIS 213 PTZ, camera feed. Video objects are ran-
domly grouped into different data sets, and pre-labeled in four different classes:
has.person (p), has-group-of-persons (g), has-vehicle (u), and has-unknown (u).
In real world video object description, any video object which can be labeled as

has-group-of -persons also can be labeled as has-person, however any video object
that can be labeled as has-person, does not represent the class has -.group-of-persons.
To keep this distinction as appropriate to real world description of video objects, all
the video objects from the has-group-of .persons class are made available to the class
has-person. However, the video objects from has-person class are kept independent
from the video objects in the class has -group-of-persons. To handle spurious image-
regions in frames which are mistakenly tracked as video objects, u class is included.
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Table 5.1: Data sets from public surveillance video shots, CAVIAR, EPFL, INRS,
UROCHESTER, QCIF, and also from a local, AXIS 213 PTZ, camera feed. Video
objects are randomly grouped into different data sets, and pre-labeled in four classes:
has-person (p), has-groups/-persons (g), has-vehicle (v), and has-unknown (u).

12

13

No of objects
1101

'has-person:
2meet, hall "
bishop2entrance,
FightChase

ekrlb, inteliigentroom
JuliusDeposit, takeobj,
MeetWalkSplit, putobj,
MeetSp¡]t.3rdGuy, vnj,
MeetWalkTogetherl

LeftBag.RestFallOnFloor
RestWiggleOnFloor,

survey
FightOneManDown,
FightRunAway2
RestSlumpOnFloor,
Meet.WalkToget.her2

FightOneManDown.
inteliigentroom. LeftBag.
MeetCrowd,
pntobj, RestFallOnFloor,
RestWiggleOnFloor, takeobj
FightRu ? A way 2
MeetWalkTogetherl
survey, vnj
CarB, PeopleBetter,
PeopleBetter3,
Peop]eBetter4
FightOneM anDown ,
inteliigentroom, vnj,
CarB, LeftBag,
putobj, survey, takeobj

' has~gr oupofperson*
MeetWalkSplit, vnj
MeetSpilt3rdGuy

ekrlc, FightChase,
MeetWalkTogetherl,
FightOneManDown,
RestFallOnFloor,survey

MeetCrowd, LeftBag
MeetWalkTogether2
MeetWalkSplit, vnj

MeetWaI kTogether2

ekrlc, FightChase,
FightOneManDown,
MeetWalkTogetherl,
RestFallOnFloor, survey
LeftBag, MeetCrowd
ekrlc, FightChase.
FightOneManDown,
LeftBag, MeetCrowd,
MeetWalkTogetherl,
RestFallOnFloor

survey, vnj
CarB, PeopleBetter,
PeopleBetter3,
PeopleBetter4
ekrlc, FightChase,takeobj,
PeopleBetter3,
survey, vnj

'has-vehicle'

guy 11
road2

road 3
guy 11

CarB,
PeopIeBetter4

CarB,
PeopleBetter4, vnj
roadl, survey,

'has-unknown'
Sit, survey
intelligent, MeetCrowd,
RestWiggleOnFloor,
LefBag, RestSumpOnFloor,
FightRunAway2
MeetWalkSplit
putobj. FightChase,
vnj, takeobj, hall

bishop2entrance, vlab
RestFallOnFloor,
2meet, roadl, road2
guyll, MeetWalkTogetherl

2meet, FightChase,
LeftBag, putobj,
RestFallOnFloor,
RestWiggleOnFloor.
roadl. takeobj

roadl, survey, vnj
CarB,
PeopleBetter4

2meet, FightChase,
PeopleBetter4,
putobj, roadl,

Abrupt changes in lighting, shaking trees, shadows, and occlusions in any scene may
influence the segmentation and tracking of video objects [132]. To minimize the in-
fluence of segmentation, video objects with good and poor segmentation are both
mixed together in a class. Sample video objects from different classes are shown re-
spectively in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. More video object samples are available
on request [135].



Table 5.2: Video objects for has-person class, which include poor-segmented video
objects, as in 7th row lsi column, 1st row 2nd column, and 2nd row 3rd column.

LeftBag, i LeftBag
Frame 86 object 10030 j frame 121 object 29LeftBag

frame 18 object 3
LeftBag,
frame 80 object 10027

LeftBag
frarae 213 object 13

LeftBag
frame 190 object 39

LeftBag.
frame 192 ob-ec! !0045

Re.stpallOnFloo
frame 68 object 3

Rest? allOnFloor
frame 89 object 3

Rest ? allO ? Floor
frame 29 object 3

Rest ? allOnFloor .
frame Î6 object. 3

Rest ? allOnFloor
frame 401 object 22

Rest? allOnFloor
frame 271 object 77

RestpallOnFloo
frame 145 object Î

RestpallOnFloor
frame 235 object 77

Ju]y25CarB
frame 147 object 1026?"

ntelligentroomvids
frame 222 object 10004

July25CarB,
frame 44 object 45

¿meet
frame 598 object 38

survey-d
frame 72 object 4

survey-d
frame 193 object 8

?u tobj
frame 476 object 10007

survey _d
frame 63 object 2

takeobj
fraine 195 object 6

urve.y-d.
frame 412 object 10060

urvf y_d
frame 473 object 63 Frame 204 object 1Ü0Ü5
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Table 5.3: Video objects for has„group-of .person class which include poor-segmented
video objects, as in lsi row 1st column, 5th row ls< column, and 4th row 4th column.

Meet.WalkTogeth-p.r2,
frame 392 video object 43

July25PeopleBetter3.
frame 80 video object 10163

Hesl-FallOnFloor.
frame 95 video object 34

Meet-WalkTogether2,
frame 392 video object 1007

ekrlcMeet-WolkTogethe.r2.
frame 564 video object 89

ekrlc
rame 225 vidso ob feet 39

M'eet-W alkTogether2,
frame 500 video object rema 239 ideo object ¿9

survey-d
frame 91 video object 4

survey-dekrlc
frame 310 eo objectbject. 92 Frameframe 290 video object 92

July25PeopleBetter3
frame 6 video object 10020

survey-d
frame 106 video object 4

survey-d.
frame 98 video object 4

vnj,
frame 176 video object 4

M eet-WMTogetherl,
frame 403 video object 77

M eet.Walk-Togetherl,
frame 460 video object 10087

July25Peop!eBetter3.
frame 84 video object 163

Rest.F ollOnFloor
frame 92 video object 34

Rest-FallOnFloor
frame 93 video object 34

LeftBag.
frame 30 video object. 3

LeftBag
frame 16 video object 3

Rest-FnllOnFloor.
frame 96 video object 34

Ju]y25PeopleBetter3,
frame 85 video object 163

Rt.st.FnllOnFloor.
frame 97 video object 34

July25PeopleBetter3,
frame 93 video object 10199

Re.st-FallOnFloor.
frame 98 video object 34
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TaMe 5.4: Vìdeo objects for has-vehicle class which include poor-segmented video
objects, as in 5th row lsi column, 6tk row 1st column, 5th row 3rd column, 5th row 4th
column, and 7th row 2nd column.

roa dl -ci J
frame 37 video object 5

road\cj f
frame 33 video object 3

roadl.cif
frame 22 video object 3

roadl-cif
rame 13 video object 3

roadì
Fr am

roadl-cif.
frame 154 video object

roadl-cif
frame 142 video object 4 ieo object 10005tdec ohjec

roadl-cif .
frame 192 video object 10008

roadl-cif .
frame 191 video object

roadl-cif
frame 191 video object

roadl-cif -
frame 191 video object 5

roadl-ci/,
frame 227 video object 10

roadl-cif
frame 225 video object 6

roadl-ctf,
frame 225 video object 10

roadl-cif
frame 225 video object 5

JuIy25CarB;
frame 45 video object 47

roadl-cif
frame 299 video object 5

July25CarB
frame 44 video object 10070

oadl-cif ,
frame 261 video object 6

July25CarB
frame 85 video object 94

July25CarB
frame 99 video object 134

July25CarB
frame 82 video object 94

July25CarB
frame 76 video object 10114

July25t'arB
frame 123 video object 165

Jnly250irB
frame 12] video object. 10202

Jnlv25CarB
frame 120 video object. 136

JuIy25CarB
fraine 110 video object 1
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Table 5.5: Video objects for has-unknown class which include poor-segmented vie
objects, as in 6th row 1st column, 5th row 2nd column, 7th row 2nd column, and 5th
row 4th column.

bishop2enterance-resampled,
frame 14 video object 10001

bishop2enieraTic.e-resam.pl ed,
fraine 27 video object 10004

bishop2en terancejresampled. bishop2enterarLce-.resam.pl ed.frame 27 video object 10005 ¡ frame 29 video object 10006

j bi s h cp2enter a,nce -t esamp! ed .
! ! frame 34 video object 10012

bishop2enterancêtresampled, i bishop2enîerance-resampied, \ bishop2en terance-.re.sam.pl ed.
frame 60 video object 10025 j frame 66 video object 23 | frame 68 video object 21

bis hop2enterance-resam.pl ed.
frame 73 video object 27

bishop2enterancc-re.sample.d-
frame 77 video object 27

bi shop2enter a ? ce-resampled ,
frame 96 video object 10039

bishop2enterance-resam.pl ed.
frame 142 video object. 10053

CJ
bishop2enterance-resampled.
frame 169 video object 39

bis hop2enteran.ee -resampi ed.
frame 172 video object 61

vlab.
frame 397 video object 2

vlab,
frame 405 video object 2

2meet.
frame 159 video object 7

2meet,
frame 419 video object 23

2meet.
frame 631 video object 50

Fight-Chase.
frame 77 video object 10

putobj.
frame2 video object3

roadl-cif.
frame2 video object3

survey-d,
frame2 video object3

surz!ey-d.
frame2 video object3

takeobj.
frame 249 video object 10007

takeobj.
frame 521 video object 10

takeobj.
frame 249 video object 10007 frame 93 video object 10001
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5.3.2 MPEG-7 Compliant

The new feature vector C-MPl has the same MPEG-7 format (except NULL elements

added after feature binding) as available in the XML schema (see Section 2.3) for
each descriptor. So each descriptor (with reduced feature coefficients) for an video
object can be reconstructed back to the original XML description. This compliance
allows the C-MF7-based video object descriptions to be shared with other potential
MPEG-7 industry applications (e.g. TV Anywhere project [136]).

5.3.3 Dynamic Feature Coefficient Reduction

There are two techniques for dimensionality reduction in a feature vector. One is to
select a limited set of features out of the total set [137], e.g., feature binding [23].
The other is to extract a smaller set of features as linear or nonlinear functions of the

original set of features using discriminant analysis, e.g.. Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [138]. We follow the former technique. The reasons are: 1) it allows us to
maintain MPEG-7 compliance for XML description of objects from the new feature

vector, and 2) the video objects are often partially specified, which makes the task
of obtaining transformed features using discriminant analysis a non-trivial exercise
[113]. Reason 2, is specially true for surveillance applications where segmentation
and tracking usually output incomplete video objects.

The dynamic feature coefficient reduction is measured as the total number of
null elements (interpreted as irrelevant feature coefficients) at varying indexes of the
feature vector MPEG-7 and C-MP7. Separate chaotic feature binding module is used
for each class of video objects. The C-MP7. with low and high dimensional chaotic

series, yield null elements in different indexes of video object-matrix in each class.
Fig. 5.8 shows the % of null feature coefficients in video object-matrices in different
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classes for different data sets with MPEG-7 and C-MPl (with low-dimensional and
high- dimensional chaotic series). Different data sets are are plotted in x-axis and
number of nulls in y-axis, class of video objects are represented by legends. Significant
feature coefficient reduction is achieved in Fig. 5.8. C-MPl (with low- dimensional

chaos) has on average 56.36% more null elements than the MPEG-I feature vector.
In case of C-MPl (with high-dimensional chaos) this reduction is 37.05% more than
the MPEG-7.

Although, in Fig. 5.8, high dimensional chaotic series simulation offers more fea-
ture coefficient reduction in C-MPl, the preference of low- or /w^/i-dimensional chaotic

series in the proposed feature binding, is yet to be decided. The question is, if high
dimensional chaotic series simulation can offer effective C-MPl without loosing any

intel that is already available in MPEG-7 visual descriptors. We address this question
in Section 5.3.4, followed by the discriminant analysis in Section 5.3.5.

The indexes for the null elements vary dynamically depending on the number of
the feature coefficients of the MPEG-I descriptors (i.e., J2), number of video objects
(i.e., L) per class, and the iteration length TV in the chaotic series xn. The dynamic
feature coefficient reduction is illustrated in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10, where, video
object array for person class, from data set 2, is displayed for MPEG-7 and C-MPl,
respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Dynamic feature coefficient reduction is measured as the total number
of null elements (% of nulls) at varying indexes of the feature vector MPEG-? and
C-MPl in video object array. The C-MPl, with low- and high- dimensional chaotic
series, yield null elements in different indexes of video object array for corresponding
class.
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MPEG-7

coefficient
value

100

60feature index
video

^ object

Figure 5.9: Video object array for person class, from data set 2, with MPEG-7. From
Fig. 5.8, less than 10% feature coefficients are null.
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Figure 5.10: Dynamic feature coefficient reduction in video object array for person
class, from data set 2, with C-??? (low-dimensional chaotic series simulation). From
Fig. 5.8, about 70% feature coefficients are null.
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5.3.4 Information Measures

A general impression of a data vector can be achieved by calculating statistical prop-
erties of (e.g., mean, variance) of the vector [10]. The mean shows the average location
of the underlying feature vector. The variance expresses idea on the discriminant. If
the variance is near zero, any feature extraction yields same output for any type of
given content.

The variance for the MPEG-I feature vector, and C-MPl are shown in Fig. 5.11

(for high dimensional chaotic series) for all video objects (for data set 16). The
variance is higher in C-MPl compared to MPEG-I. So the discriminancy offered
by C-MPl is better than MPEG-I. Lower variance is observed in C-MPl when
simulated from low dimensional chaotic series (see Fig. 5.11). This lower variance
suggests with low dimensional chaotic series simulation, the proposed feature binding
strips off some useful intel from the original MPEG-I visual descriptors. Thus, despite
higher % in feature coefficient reduction by low dimensional chaotic series simulation
(see Fig. 5.8), high dimensional chaotic series simulation is preferable in the proposed
feature binding. In Section 5.3.5, we further verify this preference between low- or
/izg/i-dimensional chaotic series simulation.

The mean for different classes of objects is also shown with MPEG-I and C-MPl
in Figs. 5.12-5.14. It shows that better discriminancy among video object classes is
offered from C-MPl with high-dimensional chaos simulation than low-dimensional
simulation, when compared to that with MPEG-I.
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Figure 5.11: Variance for MPEG-7 and C-MPl with low- and high- dimensional
chaotic series. All video objects in training, data set 16, is used. The variance is
higher in C-??? with high- dimensional chaotic series compared to that of MPEG-
1. So discriminancy offered by C-MPl is better than MPEG-I. Lower variance is
observed in C-MPl with low- dimensional chaotic series, which suggests preference
of C-MPl with high- dimensional chaotic series as a feature vector.
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Figure 5.12: Mean of video objects in different classes for MPEG-? feature vector,
which shows the average location of the underlying feature vector. No clear class
separation is evident.
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Figure 5.13: Mean of video objects in different classes for C-MPl with low- dimen-
sional chaos. Video objects in vehicle, unknown and group-of -persons classes show-
clear separation on the average location of objects.
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Figure 5.14: Mean of video objects in different classes for C-MPl with high- dimen-
sional chaos. Video objects in person, vehicle and unknown classes show distinctive
separation on the average location of objects.
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5.3.5 Multi-class Discriminant Evaluation

Multi-class Fisher criteria [139] maximizes the distance for inter-class scatter over
that for intra-class scatter in different class of video objects. Considering the overall
distribution of multiple classes, the weighted mean of two-class Fisher criteria con-
tributes on the selection of the best feature for multi-classes. The µ-class (µ > 2)

Fisher criterion can be decomposed into w two-class Fisher criteria (where w =µ C2),
here C indicates the combination of s-classes as pairs. The inter-class scatter dis-

tance /ab between a pair of class, A with E video objects T¿ and class B with F
video objects Tb, is,

f = I ¿S^=)?? - ?Sß=1??ß I {5 g)
V E - Ì F-I

In a µ-dimensional space, the distance measure is defined as [139],

1 wDIS = minißu) + X- Y[Pu) (5-9)w ^-'

where ßu denotes the uth binary class (e.g., fAB) Fisher criterion among µ classes
which is decomposed into w, and ? is an empirical factor. Higher distance DIS in
Eq. 5.9 implies more discriminant feature vector for the corresponding multi-classes.
Fig. 5.15 shows that the minimum inter-class distance, in the four classes we consider,
is higher for C-??? (with high-dimensional chaos) than that for MPEG-7 and for C-
MP7 (with low- dimensional chaos). Following the suggestions by Fig. 5.11 in Section
5.3.4. Fig. 5.15 here confirms that high dimensional chaotic series is preferable for
feature excitation in the proposed feature binding over that with low dimensional
chaotic series.

In Fig. 5.16, Fig. 5.17. and Fig. 5.18 we use multidimensional scaling (Section 2.3)
to visualize relative feature vector distances for different video objects in different
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Figure 5.15: Multi-class Fisher criteria for four classes. Minimum inter-class distance
is higher for C-MPl (with high- dimensional chaos) than that for MPEG-I, and for
C-??? (with low- dimensional chaos).

classes for training data set, with MPEG-Z C-MPl (low-dimensional chaos), and C-
MPl (high-dimensional chaos), respectively. The classes are same as in the data sets
(see Section 5.3.1): has-person (p), has.groupjof -persons (g), has -vehicle (?), and
has-unknown (u). In Fig. 5.16, the video objects of all the classes are overlapped,
no clear clustering is visible. In Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18, C-MPl, respectively with
low dimensional and high dimensional chaotic series simulation, offers much better
clustering for video objects in different classes. The class separation is well for vehicle
objects in all data sets. However, in Fig. 5.17, few outlier video objects from ? and
g class overlap in the ? cluster. Whereas, p. g and u class clustering is evident but
overlapped in Fig. 5.18. The multi-dimensional scaling for 2D visualization in the
feature space in Fig. 5.16, Fig. 5.17, and Fig. 5.18. indicate the excellence of C-MPl
over MPEG-I for clustering video objects. This visualization is coherent with the
observation in Fig.5.15. However, whether C-MPl with low dimensional or high
dimensional chaos is better as a feature vector in specific applications such as video
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object classification, that question remains to be answered in Chapter 6.

2-D visualization (MPEG-7 Visual Descriptors)
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Figure 5.16: Multidimensional scaling to visualize relative feature vector distances
for different video objects in different classes for training data set 16, with MPEG-
7 feature vector. Video objects in all classes are overlapped, no clear clustering is
visible.
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2-D visualization (C-MP7 Features) with l-d chaos simulation
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Figure 5.17: Multidimensional scaling for training data set 16, with C-??? (low-
dimensional chaos). Video objects in all classes are clustered. The class separation
is well for vehicle objects. Few outlier video objects from ? and g class overlap in the
? class.
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Figure 5.18: Multidimensional scaling (Section 2.3), again, for training data set 16,
with C-MPl (high- dimensional chaos). For p, g and u classes, clustering is evident
but overlapped. Best class separation for ? class.
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5.4 Summary

This chapter presented the proposed method which applies feature binding on coeffi-
cients of different MPEG-7 visual descriptors for video objects. The main contribu-

tion of the proposed feature binding is to locate feature coefficients which capture the
inherent pattern of video objects for a group or class. A layered multi-dimensional
space binding space, is assumed which can incorporate different feature spaces of dif-
ferent MPEG-7 visual descriptors. Each feature coefficients in visual descriptors is
simulated, with chaotic series coefficents. The choice of chaotic series is limited to
one dimensional finite-difference, and delay differential equation involving single vari-

able. Neighborhood interaction of different chaotic series is calculated with Coupled
Map Lattice [24]. Statistical property (e.g., mean) of the chaotic series coefficents is
then mapped to replace the original MPEG-7 feature coefficients. A histogram-based
clustering is performed on the means of these mapped chaotic feature coefficients, to
locate indexes of feature coefficents those belong to the largest cluster. The MPEG-7
feature vector coefficients are finally mapped back to the located indexes. The rest of
the feature coefficients at indexes outside the largest cluster are discarded in the new
feature vector. We name the new MPEG-7 compliant feature vector as C-MP7, which

is supposed to offer discriminancy among video objects in different classes. Two most
significant steps in the proposed feture binding method are, neighborhood attractor
interaction and histogram analysis. In Section 6.10.1 we further explain how these
steps contribute most to generate robust output feature vector.

In Section 5.3, the statistical analysis of the proposed feature binding method

shows, C-MP7 is MPEG-7 compliant, and offers dynamic feature reduction from
MPEG-7 visual descriptor based feature vector. The chaotic feature binding reduces

descriptor coefficients of video objects in different classes. The mean of C-MP7 for dif-
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ferent video objects show better discriminancy among different classes. The variance
in C-MPl is higher than that of MPEG-I for video objects. Higher variance in C-MPl
indicates that more diverse video objects can be described in a class. Higher variance
in C-MPl is advantageous for video objects in surveillance system where challenging

image-regions (e.g., incomplete, occluded, different orientations, different resolutions)
usually refer to the same video object with same tracking id (due to similar motion)
in successive frames. Multiple Fisher criteria shows higher minimum class separation
between video objects in binary classes with C-MPl (high-dimensional chaos) than
that with MPEG-I.
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Chapter 6

Application to Video Object
Classification

This chapter reports evaluation of the new feature vector C-MPl, with both tow-
dimensional and /ug/i-dimensional chaotic series, applied to video object classification.

6.1 Introduction

If any generic feature vector describe video objects in different classes successfully,
any classifier is supposed to provide some indication ,e.g., high classification accuracy,
on the feature vector excellence. To evaluate the usefulness of the new feature vector

C-MPl in video object classification, different training and test data sets can be used
in a multiple binary classifier framework.

For video object classification we use the same pre-labeled data sets, hasherson
(p), has-group-of-persons (g), has -vehicle (v), and has-unknown (u) as described
in Section 5.3.1. In surveillance scenes, usually changes in video objects in successive

frames are not significant. In cases, where the segmentation is sufficiently good, the



training and testing data sets may share almost similar image regions in successive
frames. We select one pruned data set (data set 16) for training, i.e., similar video
objects are skipped in each class to reduce any bias which may over fit the training
of classifiers. For testing, randomly 80% of each test data set is selected. The clas-
sification accuracy is checked against previously labeled (human observation) video
objects in test data sets. In the following sections we verify classification accuracy of
C-MPl for pre-defined classes of video objects when compared to MPEG-T.

6.2 Multiple Binary Classifiers

Fig. 6.1 shows the classification setup, where, the input video goes through a video
analysis module [132] that produces a list of segmented and tracked video objects.
These video objects are first pre-labeled and grouped in different classes. The feature
binding is done from the extracted MPEG-7 visual descriptors in each video object.
The feature binding then, derives feature vector C-MPl for video objects of each
class. Multiple binary classifiers are deployed then for video object classification.

Multiple binary classifiers are used (i.e., one against all) for multiple classes as
shown in Fig. 6.2. Here, MPEG-? visual descriptors are extracted for video objects
as available from segmentation and tracking. MPEG-I descriptor coefficients, along
with frame id {fid), object id {oid) are used to form video object matrix for different
training classes. These video object matrix are denoted as FFs in Fig. 6.2. Then
chaotic feature binding is applied on each YY. The feature binding produces C-MPl
matrix for different training classes. Multiple binary classifier is trained with each C-
MPl matrix. Cross-validation is performed on randomly selected 60% video objects
in each C-MPl matrix. Then post classification techniques (see Section 6.2.2) are
applied to determine class labels for each video object. In cases of new test data
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Figure 6.1: Video object classification framework after proposed feature binding.

sets, C-MPl matrix is generated using feature binding for multiple video objects in a
set of frames. Only the video objects which share the same video object id are used
in chaotic feature binding to produce C-??? matrix for those specific video objects.
Then the C-MPl matrix for each video object in a set of consecutive frames, is tested

against earlier generated C-MPl matrix of training video objects. The computational
overhead for generating C-MPl is sharply reduced during testing, because, very few
video objects share the same object id in a set of consecutive frames. Thus the video
objects matrix YY in chaotic feature binding during testing is much smaller than
that during training.
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Figure 6.2: Multiple binar}- classifier design for training and testing.
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6.2.1 Choice Of Classifier

Recent work (e.g., [116] [140]) on video object classification shows no specific prefer-
ences on the choice of classifiers. Here, we discuss different classifier choices before
we decide on the choice of classifier in Fig. 6.2. k-Nearest Neighbor, kNN is com-

monly used in video object classification [97]. Among other classifiers, decision-tree
based classifiers do not perform optimally with high dimensional feature vector, and

difficulty arises in the manual process of designing the tree which can be time consum-
ing [116]. Bayesian network requires prior knowledge about underlying distribution
of the training data, which is difficult to define for incomplete video objects in surveil-
lance. Use of probabilistic modeling, such as, Hidden Markov Models and Gaussian
Mixture Models need very large training data, and is very sensitive to object seg-
mentation error and object occlusion. For patterns in sparse high dimensional data,
Support Vector Machine, SVM performs better than kNN and Naive Bayes classi-
fiers [141]. However, SVM perform badly with many irrelevant features [142]. [113]
shows appropriate feature selection can improve accuracy in SVM. The SVM is usu-
ally preferred over other classifiers for its high generalization performance. Also SVM
does not require prior knowledge and offers better systematic hyperplane margins
for non-linear non separable data. Boosting approaches, e.g., hierarchical boosting,
lack the correlation among feature coefficients in high dimension. One variant of this
approach, AdaBoost, can be a robust option to evaluate feature importance. But,
it is usually effective with low dimensional feature vector (11 features in [121], 4
features in [131]), where as combination of MPEG-I visual features can produce a
very high dimensional feature vector (e.g., 130 dimensional in our work). The other
concern against using AdaBoost with MPEG-I visual descriptors is that, the index
of coefficients in MPEG-I XML schema for object description will be lost. With neu-
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ral network, it is tough to make a desired combination of feature sets in a problem
domain with diverse training samples [121], e.g., diverse image regions for the same
video objects in successive frames.

We verify the classification accuracy for C-MPl with three most commonly used
classifiers: SVM, kNN, and Back propagation neural network. When compared with
MPEG-I, C-??? is expected to provide improved classification accuracy irrespec-
tive of the choice of classifiers. Different classifiers are only meant to be used as

comparison tools. The SVM, kNN and back propagation neural network classifiers
are implemented from [143]. A back propagation network with stochastic learning is
used with '5' hidden units, '0.1' convergence criterion and ?.1' convergence rate.

For the kNN, the choice of k is 'Jc=3' and 'k=2V. For the the kernel choice in the
SVM, Radial Basis Function (RBF) is chosen with parameter '0.5'. and Terceptrori
solver type.

6.2.2 Post-Classification

The tracked segmented image regions from frames after tracking are made available
as video objects. The classification of these image regions in a set of successive frames
may hints to decide on the corresponding video object's class-label. The difference
between image object classification and video object classification is as follow, a video
object classifier has to recover a video object from possible segmentation and track-
ing errors (e.g., occlusions, incompleteness) in successive frames. Whereas in image
classification the accuracy can be measured against each image region in each frame.
As shown in Fig. 6.3-a, image object regions in frame 3 and 4 may be not trivial to
an image classifier to be classified as person. But the video classifier has to correctly
classify the video object as person, if the same tracking id for the video object is
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Figure 6.3: Object classification for, a) image and b) video. The accuracy for image
object regions in frame 3 and 4 may be not trivial to any image classifier to be labeled
as person. The video classifier suppose to correctly classify the video object as person,
if the same tracking id for the video object is available from frame 1 through frame 7

available from frame 1 through frame 7.

Considering poor segmentation of video objects in training and test data, e.g.,
, two post-classification strategies 1) item label, during cross-validation and testing
and 2) tracking consistency, in testing are deployed in multiple binary classifiers, as
post-classification correction. Firstly, the result of binary image region classification
for each video object in each frame is revisited. Temporary item labels are assigned
by each binary classifier. Constant item labels are assigned when image regions solely
(i.e., mutually exclusive) belong to a class (e.g.. p), as well as does not belong to
any other classes (e.g.. not g. not v.. and not u). For. mutually not exclusive item
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Table 6.1: Cross-validation accuracy with 80% data for testing and 20% data for
training.

Feature Back propagation kNN= 1 kNN= 3 SVM

MPEG- 7 57.6% 75.6% 81.1% 78.6%
on average 73.2%

C-MP7 (Logistic Map) 56.3% 93.5% 90.0% 92.0%
C-MPl (Mackey Glass) 89.1% 96.4% 92.9% 96.0%

on average 87.6%

labels, temporary item labels are kept from each binary classifier. Video objects
with same tracking id (available from tracking) are sub-grouped and are labeled with
a constant item label based on majority voting of temporary item-labels from all

binary classifiers. Secondly, during testing, tracking consistency is checked for each
video object in a set of successive frames before confirming the class label of a video
object. The tracking consistency is performed by again applying majority voting of
constant item-labels from different frames in the set of successive frames. The set of
frames can be formed with number of frames which match with the frame rate of the

surveillance system, e.g., 25 frames in a set where frame rate is 25 fps.

6.3 Cross-validation

First for cross-validation, we select 1192 video objects from the ground truth. The

hold-out (80% data for testing and 20% data for training) cross validation accu-
racy for C-MPl is compared for each classifier (back propagation neural network.
kNN, and SVM) with that of the MPEG-I visual descriptor based feature vector.
Table 6.1 shows improved (up to 96.4%o) cross-validation accuracy with kNN and
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SVM classifiers for C-MPl when compared to that of the MPEG-I feature vector.
The cross-validation is shown for two different C-??? created from low-dimensional

chaotic series, Logistic map, and from high-dimensional chaotic series, Mackey-Glass
equation. Back propagation results, up to 89.1%, show lower improvements (for both
C-??? and MPEG-I ) compared to the same with kNN and SVM. The cross vali-
dation accuracy with the C-MPl for different classifiers, i.e., back propagation, kNN,
and SVM, improves, 87.6% on average, compared to the low, 73.2% on average, vali-
dation accuracy with the MPEG-I feature vector for video objects in different classes
in different data sets.

6.4 Classification Accuracy

In Section 6.3, we show that, better cross-validation accuracy can be achieved using
C-MPl over MPEG-Z with either high- dimensional or low- dimensional chaotic se-
ries. In surveillance scenes, usually changes in video objects in successive frames are

not significant. Thus, in cross-validation, the training and testing data sets may share
almost similar image regions in successive frames. Thus, further to cross-validation,
verification on the classification accuracy is needed here. We present classification ac-

curacy with training and test data sets from completely different scenes, and again ob-
serve the performance of C-MPl with high- dimensional and low-dimensional chaotic
series. Randomly, one pruned (no repeated object to avoid over fitting in training)
data set with few video objects (i.e., 167) is selected for training. In test data sets,
repeated objects from subsequent frames are kept.

The new feature C-MPl. with high- dimensional chaotic series, provide higher
classification accuracy than MPEG-I. Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6. and 6.7 show the clas-
sification accuracy for SVM, kNN with k=3, kNN with k=21 and Back Propagation
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Neural Network, respectively. Fig. 6.4 shows improved, on average 83% in SVM,
accuracy for C-???, compared to that, on average 62% in SVM, of the MPEG-I. In
figure 6.7, Back propagation results show poor and inconsistent performance for both
C-MPl and MPEG-I. The average accuracy in SVM with C-MPl, low-dimensional
chaotic series, is reduced to 39.6%. Similar performance reduction is observed in kNN
for k=3 (Fig. 6.5) and k=21 (Fig. 6.6). In both SVM and kNN, C-??? perform well
with high- dimensional chaotic series.

In addition to over all classification performance in all classes, above 99% accuracy
is achieved for only vehicles against other objects in binary SVM classifier, for C-MPl
with high-dimensional chaotic series. The corresponding accuracy for MPEG-I is on
average 84%. The said vehicle accuracy complements the well clustered feature vector
description of vehicles in Fig. 5.16, Fig. 5.17, and Fig. 5.18 in Section 5.3.5.
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Figure 6.4: Classification accuracy with SVM. On average 83% accuracy improved
for C-MPl with h-d chaotic series, compared to, on average 62% with MPEG-I

The classification accuracy offered by C-MPl. in this thesis, is sufficiently high
despite the inclusion of challenging objects. Compared to C-MPl, related work, with
similar class of video objects, either reports poor accuracy, or does not include chal-
lenging objects when reports higher accuracy. Challenging video objects include,
video objects with poor segmentation, lack of invariance in scale, lighting, and ori-
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Figure 6.5: Classification accuracy with kNN, where k=3. C-MPl perform well with
h-d chaotic series over MPEG-I. However, C-MPl performs poor with l-d chaotic
series
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Figure 6.6: Classification accuracy with kNN, where k=21. Again, C-MPl provides
better accuracy with h-d chaotic series compared to that with MPEG-I
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Figure 6.7: Classification accuracy with Back propagation neural network. Poor and
inconsistent accuracy for both C-MPl and MPEG-I
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entation of objects, existence of parts of background or other video objects inside
segmented objects, and existence of parts of background or other video objects in-
side segmented objects (see Section 1.2). [124] uses Multi-block Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) feature for data sets with good segmentation, and reports accuracy in different
classes as follow: bugs 60%, persons 85%, cars 92%, vans 76%, trucks 71%, bikes 78%,
group of persons 75%. The average accuracy considering all classes of video objects

is 76.71%. [97,115] reports, 98% accuracy for vehicle and human class. This accuracy
is achieved using arbitrary camera viewpoints in training to distinguish humans from
vehicles. Non- MPEG-7 features on shape, motion and periodicity are used [97, 115]

with video objects which do not undergo merge/split, occlusion, or do not lie on im-
age border. Four camera views are used for testing data where video objects from
other camera view is used in training. [120], uses blob region distance parameters
as feature in a hierarchical multi-level neural network, and reports high accurac}' for

car 98%, but poor accuracy for cycles 9%, pedestrian 11%. [144] reports very high

(above 97.23%) accuracy for people and not people binary classification. [144] uses
posture features from image blob silhouette or human skeleton. Objects in person
class used in training is the same as testing, but with different clothing and in different
conditions. The skeleton is extracted from the blob by means of morphological oper-

ations and processed using a HMM framework, where the accuracy is very sensitive

to segmentation errors, in particular to occlusions.

On the use of MPEG-7, [41] attains 91% cross validation accuracy to classify one
class of objects, i.e., ships in coastline surveillance with MPEG-7 region-based shape

descriptor. [113] reports over 90% accuracy to classify video shots with MPEG-7
region shape, homogeneous texture, color layout, color structure, and edge histogram
visual descriptors along with other non- MPEG-7 features. In this thesis, we select the
set of visual descriptors which offer fast extraction, interoperability, are of compact
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size, and are scale and resolution invariant. The selected descriptors are color layout,
edge histogram, region shape, and contour shape (see Chapter 4 for more details).

6,5 Which Classifier Gives Better Accuracy?

The multiple binary classifier design in Fig. 6.2 can use any classifier. We verify the
classification accuracy for C-??? with three most commonly used classifiers: SVM,
kNN, and Back propagation neural network. To find out which classifier gives better
accuracy, we observe the binary classifier performance for different classifiers for p,
g, u, and u classes. Figures. 6.8, and 6.9 show different classifier's cross-validation
accuracy in data set 16 for binary classes (i.e., ? and not p, g and not g, ? and not v,

and, u and not u). Post-classification strategies mentioned in Section 6.2, are applied
on the outputs of these multiple binary classifiers before finalizing the class labels of
video objects. The classifiers which perform best for binary classes are as follow, kNN
21 for p, kNN 21 for g, SVM for v, and SVM for u. This observation opens a scope to
use hybrid classifiers in the multiple classifier design in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.10 shows the
result with such hybrid classifiers, after applying post classification strategies. The
hybrid classifier design perform similar as SVM and kNN, k=3 (Figs 6.4- 6.5).

To decide which classifier gives better performance in the multiple binary classifier
framework, in Fig. 6.11, we present the cross-validation accuracy in data set 16 for
different classifiers with MPEG-7 , C-MPl (high-dimensional) chaotic series, It shows,
the accuracy is on average above 80%, with C-MPl (high dimensional chaotic series)
with SVM and kNN3.
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Figure 6.8: Cross validation accuracy in binary classifiers with C-MP7 (l-d chaos) for
SVM, kNN, and Back propagation neural network classifiers. Here, binary classifica-
tion is done on: ? and not p, g and not g, ? and not v, and, u and not u.
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Figure 6.9: Cross-validation accuracy in binary classifiers with C-MP7 (h-d chaos) for
SVM, kNN, and Back propagation neural network classifiers. kNN, k=21, performs
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Figure 6.11: Cross-validation accuracy in data set 16 for different classifiers with
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above 80%, for C-MPl with high dimensional chaotic series in SVM and kNN, k=3.
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Table 6.2: Continuous outdoor shots (in bold), and indoor shots. The shots are not
shown to the classifier during training.

data set
data set 10 (training)

data set 12 (training)

data set 13 (training)

data set 16 (training)

data set 18 (testing)

data set 19 (testing)

details
video objects (147):

p=27, g=16, v=38, u=66
video objects (500):

p=129, g=35, v=210, u=126
video objects (698):

p=243, g=85, v=123, u=247
video objects (159):

p=55, g=34, v=25, u=45
frames (930) and video objects:

Bishop2entrance=403,
comm2org=227, Road2=300

frames (2438)and video objects:
concordial =282, ekrlb=327, hall=300,

July25PeopleBetter5=587.
road3=342, sit=600

6.6 Continuous Video Shot Testing

To further verify the classification accuracy of C-MPl in multiple classifier design,
new video sequences are tested. These sequences are not shown to the classifier during
training. A pruned data set, data set 16, is used for training. Video objects for the test
data sets are created from the video analysis of successive frames of new sequences.

In Fig. 6.12, we present classification accuracy of video objects in these scenes. These
scenes are taken from successive frames of random day surveillance video, and also

from offline videos, as shown in Table. 6.2. In successive frames, video objects with
same tracking ID, are sub-grouped for generating C-MPl, and then testing. Fig. 6.12
shows higher accuracy for CMP-I with high-dimensional chaotic series over that with
MPEG-I .
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Figure 6.12: Test on video objects from successive frames. As the number of frames
increases (test data set 19), higher classification accuracy is achieved for CMP-I with
high-dimensional chaotic series over that with MPEG-I.
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6.7 Accuracy With PCA Of MPEG-7 ?

There are two techniques for dimensionality reduction in a feature vector [137]: one
is to select a limited set of features out of the total set and the other is to extract a

smaller set of features as linear or nonlinear functions of the original set of features

using discriminant analysis, e.g., Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [138]. We
follow the former technique because, the video objects of interest are often partially
specified, which makes the task of obtaining transformed features using discriminant
analysis a non-trivial exercise [113]. This is specially true for surveillance applications
where segmentation and tracking usually output incomplete video objects. The use
of a linear or non-linear function to reduce the set of MPEG-7 visual descriptor

coefficients during feature binding, adds the risk of loosing useful intel in describing
different video objects from the available descriptors. This possible risk is implied
in Fig. 6.13, which shows that, in SVM, the PCA of MPEG-7 provides inconsistent
and poor classification accuracy in different data sets. This is specifically expected
because, when PCA is used for classification, it does not account for class separability,
it makes no use of class labels of the underlying features. There is no guarantee that
the direction of maximum variance (as calculated in PCA) will contain good feature
for discrimination [137].

The poor accuracy with PCA, compliments the usefulness of the proposed chaotic
feature binding. Also, with the use of PCA, the index of the MPEG-7 coefficients in
the XML description for video objects is lost.
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Figure 6.13: Cross-validation accuracy in SVM, with PCA of MPEG-7. Poor and
inconsistent classification accuracy in different data sets. This is expected because,
when PCA is used for classification, it does not account for class separability.
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6.8 Sub-group Classification?

In this thesis we focus on generalized descriptions of primary video contents for video
object classification in four commonly [21, 22] used classes in surveillance shots,
namely, hasjperson, has-group-of -person, hasjuehicle, and has-unknown. The
scopes for sub-classification for sub-set of video objects in each class with C-MPl,
are yet to be explored. Due to specific interests to classify male and female video
objects [140,145], in this section, we include an initial observation on such sub-group
classification. The male and female sub-set of video objects are considered from the
data sets of has-person class. We also introduce a by-product feature vector Z as an
output from the proposed feature binding method, which is different than C-MPl.
We report subjective evaluations for these sub-set of video objects with MPEG-I,
C-MPl, and Z.

Z is generated by not replacing the MPEG-7 feature coefficients, but keeping the
chaotic feature coefficients after the histogram-based clustering' step in Fig. 5.4 in

Chapter 5. The difference between C-MPl and Z is in their feature coefficients.
In C-MPl, the indexes of the largest cluster of chaotic coefficients is located in the
video object array of corresponding class, and these indexes are mapped back to
original MPEG-I coefficients The rest of the indexes, other than the largest cluster
in histogram bins, are made null. Thus, C-MPl contains MPEG-I feature coefficients
However, instead of mapping back to the MPEG-I feature coefficients, if the chaotic-
feature coefficients are kept as feature vector, and the rest of the indexes in the video
object array, other than the largest cluster in histogram bins, are made null, then
we get another new feature vector Z. This is a by-product feature vector, which is
not MPEG-I complaint, and formed from the chaotic feature coefficients in the 're-
construction of attractors' step (see Section 5.2.4 in Chapter 5). We find that, the
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Classification accuracy for video objects with Z does not improve over MPEG-I as
can be achieved for the same with C-??? (h-d chaotic series). Thus, Z is not a good
candidate for generalized descriptions of video objects.

However, subjective observations on same video object in different frames in a
shot with Z shows similar pattern for male or female subset of video objects. Z with
l-d chaotic series shows similar pattern for a subset of video objects, e.g., males, and

simulteniously, the pattern is distinctive than the other subset of video objects, e.g.,
females. Figs. 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17 shows such descriptions for male and female
objects from different frames in different shots. We present, C-??? with l-d chaotic
series in Fig. 6.14, Z with l-d chaotic series in Fig. 6.15, C-??? with h-d chaotic
series in Fig. 6.16, and Z with h-d chaotic series in Fig. 6.17.

Interpreting Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.17. we see, in Fig. 6.15, Z using l-d chaotic series
exhibits set of close to identical patterns for individual descriptions of male video

objects, and another set of close to identical patterns for individual descriptions of
female video objects. However, the patterns are distinctive between two different sets
of male and female video objects. The patterns in Fig. 6.15 are more specialized than
Z using h-d chaotic series in Fig. 6.17. The patterns in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.16 for
C-MPl with l-d chaos and h-d chaos are more generalized, and represents both male
and female set of video objects as subsets of hasjperson class.
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Figure 6.14: C-??? (with l-d chaos) for same video objects in different frames from
different shots. Male object set is shown from intelligent room (1.2 from top) and
survey (3, 4 from top) shots. Female object set is shown from weather (5,6 from top)
and vlab (7, 8 from top) shots.
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Figure 6.16: C-MPl (with h-d chaos) for same video objects in different frames from
different shots. Male object set is shown from intelligent room (1,2 from top) and
survey (3, 4 from top) shots. Female object set is shown from weather (5.6 from top)
and vlab (7, 8 from top) shots.
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Figure 6.17: Z (with h-d chaos) for same video objects in different frames from
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and vlab (7, 8 from top) shots.
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6.9 Robustness In C-MP7

We test the robustness of C-MPl as a feature vector in classification in three sce-

narios. First, for both C-MPl and MPEG-I, we observe the classification accuracy
with diverse test data sets which include poorly segmented video objects. Secondly,
we observe the classification accuracy, for both C-MPl and MPEG-I, with random

training data sets and random test data sets. Finally, we observe the effect of bias in
feature vector due to the existence of similar repeated video objects in both training

and test data sets. Very similar video objects often appear in successive frames of
any surveillance shot. These similar video objects offer minimal discriminant feature
in corresponding class. In all three scenarios above, we find, the C-MPl is more
robust than MPEG-I. Specifically, the C-MPl from high-dimensional chaotic series
simulation is more robust than MPEG-I, however, the C-MPl from low-dimensional
chaotic series simulation is not robust. In the following subsection we discuss our

observation on robustness of C-MPl.

6.9.1 Accuracy Under Poor Segmentation

When we create the data sets, we include diverse video objects (e.g., poorly segmented

objects) in test data sets. Thus, the test data sets include video objects of different
orientations, different resolutions, and different scales in each class. Due to poor
segmentation, some video objects in different data sets turn out to be challenging to
classify. Here challenging means video objects which include: parts of objects, parts
of background, parts of other objects, parts of shadow, and occlusions. We randomly
group video objects in different data sets for corresponding class with poor-, ok-, and
#ood-segmentation. The random grouping is done subjectively from the manually
pre-labeled data sets in Section 5.3.1. Some examples of these challenging video
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objects (i.e, good-, ok- and poor-segmentation) are shown in Table 6.3. In Section
6.4, we show that for all diverse test data sets, the classification accuracy is higher
with C-MPl from high-dimensional chaotic series than that with MPEG-7. Thus,
MPEG-7 fails to capture the discriminancy among diverse video objects in different
classes, when C-MPl successfully classify the video objects. In Section 5.3.5 we
show that, for all test data sets, C-MPl from high-dimensional chaotic series offers
higher minimum inter class distance than that for MPEG-7. The minimum inter class
distance is calculated using multi-class Fisher criteria [139].

6.9.2 Accuracy Under Random Training

Fig. 6.18 shows SVM classification accuracy for C-MPl (from high-dimensional chaotic
series) and MPEG-7 with random training by the pruned data set 16 and random
testing by other data sets, e.g., data set 5. The pruned data set 16 does not con-
tain any repeated video objects but contains dissimilar video objects. In different
epochs, i.e., classifier runs, the accuracy with C-MPl is higher and consistent, but
with MPEG-I the accuracy is lower and inconsistent. However, if we use the same set
of video objects (from data set 16) in training, and random video objects (from data
set 5) in testing, Fig. 6.19 shows that, with C-MPl the accuracy is still higher (i.e.,
slighty higher in corresponding classifier runs as reported in Fig. 6.4 for data set 5)
than that with MPEG-7, but the accuracy is consistent with both. Fig. 6.18 implies
that despite training with random diverse video objects, C-MPl describes well the
generic signature of video objects in corresponding classes as a feature vector, while
MPEG-7 performs not well in some classfier runs and performs poor in some classifier
runs. So. MPEG-7 does not capture the generic signature of video objects in corre-
sponding class. This observation supports the 2D visualization by multidimensional
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Table 6.3: Challenging video objects in different data sets from both indoor/outdoor
surveillance shots. Data sets are manually pre-labeled for video objects with poor-,
ok-, and gooá-segmentation.
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Figure 6.18: SVM classification accuracy for C-??? and MPEG-I with random
training with pruned data set 16, and random testing on other data sets, e.g., data
set 5. The accuracy is inconsistent in MPEG-I but consistent in C-MPl in different
epochs.

scaling for different video objects in different classes in Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.18. Thus,
C-MPl is more robust as a feature vector for diverse video objects than MPEG-I.
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Figure 6.19: SVM classification accuracy for same set of video objects from data set
16 in training and random video objects from data set 5 in testing. Both MPEG-I
and C-MPl gives consistent accuracy.
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6.9.3 Reduced Feature Vector Bias

Surveillance shots often contain similar repeated video objects segmented from suc-
cessive frames. Repeated video objects in training can bias the feature vector and the
discriminancy of corresponding classes. Repeated video objects are thus not desired
in training data sets for any classifier, and are dropped in the pruned data set 16. We
use data set 16 as our training data set.

In C-???. the effect of similar repeated video objects are well compansated for

(see Table 6.5) than MPEG-I by the histogram analysis step (see Fig. 5.4) in the pro-
posed feature binding. The histogram analysis groups the largest cluster of the mean
of chaotic series coefficients. The chaotic series coefficients are simulated from each

feature coefficient. In presence of similar repeated video objects, the largest cluster,

ignores coefficients from dissimilar but fewer video objects, and keeps coefficients from
less discriminant but higher in numbers similar video objects. Table 6.4 shows the
effect of similar repeated video objects with C-MPl from high-dimensional chaotic
series, and with MPEG-I. In Table 6.4, feature coefficients of similar vehicle video
objects form a less generic signature for the vehicle class than that in Table 6.5. In
Table 6.5 repeated vehicle video objects are dropped. The subjective observation in
Table 6.5 shows that the vehicle class signature is more generic. In Table 6.4, even if
there are few other dissimilar vehicle video objects, feature coefficients of these other
vehicle video objects are ignored during the histogram analysis.

If similar video objects are not dropped then training is done with the biased
C-MPl. As testing data sets also include similar repeated video objects, the cross
validation accuracy in Section 6.3 turns out high with both C-MPl and MPEG-I.
Even with the bias, C-MPl cross validation accuracy is higher over that of MPEG-I

(see Table 6.1). Section 6.4 presents the classification accuracy. \vhere the discrim-
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inancy in training video objects is preserved with the absence of similar repeated
video objects in the primed data set 16. Figures 6.4- 6.7 show, in such cases, the
classification accuracy is higher with C-MPl (high-dimensional chaotic series) over
that with MPEG-7. The classification accuracy is decreased with both the MPEG-I
and the C-??? than the corresponding cross validation accuracy. This happens as
repeated video objects are no more in training data sets but still exist in test data
sets. However, the decrease is more severe in MPEG-I (drops from 73.2% to 65%)
than in C-MPl (drops from 87.6% to 83%). MPEG-I feature vector is directly used
for classification without the proposed feature binding. When simular video objects
are dropped in training, the effect of feature vector bias is compansated more in the
C-MPl than in MPEG-I Thus, C-MPl is more reliable as a feature vector than

MPEG- 1.
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Table 6.4: Effect of similar repeated video objects with C-??? for high-dimensional
chaotic series. In 2nd to 3rd columns, x-axis shows number of feature coefficients
and y-axis shows coefficient values. Here, feature coefficients of similar vehicle video
objects bias the C-??? during histogram analysis, and form a less generic signature
for the vehicle class.
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Table 6.5: Repeated vehicle video objects are dropped. The vehicle video objects
are more diverse, and vehicle class signature is more generic with C-??? for high-
dimensional chaotic series. In 2nd to 3rd columns, x-axis shows number of feature
coefficients and y-axis shows coefficient values. Dropping repeated objects creates
more generic signature with C-??? than MPEG-I, for diverse video objects in cor-
responding class.
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6.10 Why C-MP7 Is Robust?

In this section, we analyze the proposed feature binding method to understand, why
the output feature vector C-MPl is more robust than MPEG-7. The video objects of
interest in surveillance shots are often partially specified, meaning, segmentation and
tracking can output incomplete video objects in corresponding class. The proposed
feature binding excels in capturing discriminant feature coefficients from challenging
video objects in a class despite poor segmentation and tracking. This is accomplished
by eliminating any feature coefficient which is not needed to generalize the feature"
vector for different classes of video objects. Theoretically, any low-level feature can
be used, if the feature offers discriminancy for video objects among different classes.

We use a set of selected MPEG-7 visual descriptors (see Chapter 4). In the follo\ving
subsection, we re-visit two most significant steps in the proposed feature binding,
i.e., neighborhood attractor interaction, and histogram analysis. The purpose of this
subsection is to have a closer look into unique mechanisms which are offered in the

proposed feature binding method. Then in the other subsection, we focus on why
C-MPl simulated high-dimensional chaotic attractors is offering robustness, and,
if there exists any unique characteristics of high-dimensional chaotic attractors to

capture the pattern of video objects in a class.

6.10.1 What Happens In Feature Binding?

In the proposed feature binding, initially, a set of video objects are manually pre-
labeled as a group or class. The MPEG-I descriptor coefficients are extracted and

concatenated to form a feature vector for each video object in a class. MPEG-I

feature coefficients for all video objects in corresponding class thus form a 2D video
object array with video objects as rows and feature coefficients as columns. One
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dimensional chaotic series coefficients are generated for each feature coefficient in the

video object array. The video object array then becomes a 3D video object matrix.

At this point, we want to locate those feature coefficients in the video object array

which belong to the largest cluster of chaotic series coefficients in the video object

matrix. We compute the statistical mean of chaotic series coefficients (simulated from
each feature coefficient) to define a scalar property of underlying distribution in the
corresponding chaotic series. This scalar property computation will map back the 3D

video object matrix to a 2D modified-video object array. In the modified-video object

array, each feature coefficient is replaced with the corresponding chaotic series mean.

Histogram analysis of this modified-video object array, creates clusters of chaotic

series means in different histogram bins. The indexes in the modified-video object

array, which belong to the largest histogram bin. can be located. Chaotic series means

in these located indexes of the modified-video object array can be mapped back to

corresponding MPEG-I feature coefficients, as available from the initially formed 2D

video object array. MPEG-7 feature coefficients in the rest of the indexes in the

initially formed 2D video object array is discarded as null. The final output is a new

2D video object array (i.e., C-MPl) for corresponding class, with reduced MPEG-7
feature coefficients.

One significant step in the proposed feature binding is the neighborhood attrac-

tor interaction step in Fig. 5.4. The neighborhood interaction using Coupled Map

Lattice (CML) [24] is applied on video object matrix for corresponding class. The
neighborhood interaction couples chaotic series coefficients as simulated from' feature

coefficients. We assume feature coefficients as dynamical systems in Section 1.3 and

in Section 5.2.2. So the neighborhood interaction eventually couples those dynamical

systems. The coupling, in this step, allows the proposed feature binding to generate

patterns which are pertinent in corresponding class of video objects, even when the
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video objects are corrupted from poor segmentation. For example, two car objects,
objl and obj2, can have features coefficient similar or different. In any case, chaotic
series coefficients are generated, where these feature coefficients are seeds to chaotic
series coefficient simulation. The chaotic series coefficients are sensitive to these seeds.

By applying CML in the video object matrix, the sensitivity is compansated to make
video object matrix more homogeneous by modifying chaotic series coefficients. Due
to the CML, the proposed feature binding generates C-??? for corresponding class,

irrespective of same chaotic series coefficients at some indexes of the video object
matrix. Another example scenario can be where, objl is a car, obj2 is a person. Both

objl and obj2, in this case, may have similar or different feature coefficients. The
chaotic series coefficients from each objects are pre-labeled in separate groups (Sec-

tion 5.3.1). Thus, the sensitivity dependency on initial seeds for same coefficients in
these two objects are made independent of each other.

The other significant step in the proposed feature binding is the histogram analysts
step in Fig. 5.4. The largest cluster of histogram bin, from the chaotic series means
in the 2D modified-video object array, locates feature coefficients which contribute
the most in defining a generic signature for video objects in corresponding class. In
Section 1.3 and in Section 5.2.2, we assume, feature coefficients as dynamical systems
similar to neurons in human brain, and these dynamical systems are simulated by

chaotic series coefficients. The largest cluster of feature coefficients, as located finally
in the 2D video object array, indicates those simulated dynamical systems which
contribute the most in defining the generic signature for video objects in corresponding
class. Finding the largest cluster from histogram analysis, makes the proposed feature
binding method not constrained by any threshold, unlike rule based video content
description approaches in literature [35,98,99].

The proposed feature binding is designed to achieve dynamic feature coefficient
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reduction, and increases discriminancy among different groups of video objects. The
dynamic coefficient reduction is performed by throwing out different feature coeffi-
cients from different video objects in a class to form a generic feature vector. The
word dynamic, here, refers to the fact that, the video object array with the new
feature vector, C-MP7, contains different feature coefficients (in columns) for a set
of video objects (in rows) at different indexes. The not-eliminated feature coefficient
indexes thus, vary for each video object in corresponding class, yet pertain the generic
signature of the class. The remaining coefficients in the video object array can belong
to any features, i.e., any MPEG-I visual descriptors.

Due to the presence of feature coefficients at varying indexes in the video object
array, the proposed feature binding does not focus on individual visual descriptor
importance. The pattern of video objects in corresponding class is defined by grouping
feature coefficients in the video object array from all the video objects in the class.

6.10.2 Sensitivities To Initial Seeds

A chaotic series must be sensitive to initial conditions [33]. One reason for the excel-

lence of C-MP7 with high dimensional chaotic series, can be due to the sensitivities
of initial seed x0 (see Section 2.4 in Chapter 2), either, in the chaotic series, or in
the chaotic attractor. Firstly, in Fig. 6.20, up to n=13, low dimensional chaotic se-
ries (Eq. 2.5) exhibits same series with initial seeds of 1O-6 difference, i.e., 0.123423
and 0.123425. As ? increases, chaotic series drift apart. In 2D phase space, x(n) vs
x(n-fl), both the series, however, stay on the same attractor, see Fig. 6.21. Secondly,
in case of high dimensional chaotic series (Eq. 2.11), at higher iteration, e.g., n=1900,
the said two seeds show drift in Fig. 6.22, but stay on same attractors in Fig. 6.23.
However, for initial seeds of 10_1 difference, high dimensional chaotic attractors show
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significant drift in Fig. 6.23. The non-linear structure (i.e., dynamics in trajectory)
in low dimensional chaotic series is easily detectable and is hardly detectable in high
dimensional chaotic series.

In Section 5.2.2, we use 500 iteration for any chaotic series. To verify, the dom-

inance of drift or iteration length in video object classification accuracy, apart from
the simulation in Section 5.3, we re-simulate C-MPl with low dimensional chaotic
series at 10 iteration, where there is no drift in the series, and with high dimensional
chaotic series at 2500 iteration, where there exists significant drift in the series. As

in Figs. 6.4- 6.7, for SVM, the C-MPl with low dimensional chaotic series again
shows poor accuracy, while, \vith high dimensional chaotic series achieves increased
accuracy, on average 84.58%. It is implied that drift in chaotic attractors, not iter-
ation length in chaotic series are the reason for C-MPl robustness in video object
classification. The drifts in high dimensional chaotic attractors, for change in initial
seeds in the range of 10_1, is due to transient. In Fig. 6.23, this transient is the initial
delay before the high dimensional chaotic series rides on the attractor, and is caused
by asymptotic stability of fixed points in the attractor [33]. Transient is practically
insignificant in low dimensional chaotic series for change in initial seeds in the range
of 10"1 as different chaotic series in Fig. 6.21 ride the same chaotic attractor without
any drift. Changes in MPEG-I feature coefficients in the range of 1O-1 are pertinent
in our data sets (see Appendix A). Thus, irrespective of the iteration length TV and
drift in either low- or high- dimensional chaotic series, the transient in high dimen-
sional chaotic series allows the new C-MPl to capture subtle variations of MPEG-I

descriptor coefficients for diverse video objects in surveillance video. The higher vari-
ance in C-MPl with high- dimensional chaotic series as shown in Fig. 5.11 in Section
5.3.4 for different video objects, manifests the said subtle variations.
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Figure 6.20: Drift in low-dimensional chaotic series with 50 iteration. Till n=13,
no drift for 10~6 difference in seeds. However, for 10_1 difference significant drift is
observed.
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6.11 Computational Cost

In this Section, we disscuss the computational cost of the proposed feature binding

method to generate the new feature vector. In Section 3.3, related work on pattern

classification mentions the computation of Lyapunov exponents, as a common prop-

erty based on which chaotic descriptors are created. There are as many Lyapunov

exponents as there are dimensions in the state space of the system, but the largest

Lyapunov exponent is usually the most important. If this exponent is negative, then
the orbits converge in time, and the dynamical system is insensitive to initial condi-

tions. However, if this exponent is positive, then the distance between nearby orbits

grows exponentially (i.e., divergence) in time, and the system exhibits sensitive de-
pendence on initial conditions. By definition, a chaotic series is sensitive to initial

conditions (see Section2.4).
The number of dimensions are the same as the number of Lyapunov exponents in

a chaotic system, so, computation of either one property can be considered to charac-

terize the chaotic series in the chaotic system. The details on computational overhead

in using Lyapunov exponents is not reported in pattern classification literature (see
Section 3.3). However, for video content description, our earlier work [29] shows
that, calculating dimensions [43] from chaotic attractors, are computationally expan-
sive. In this thesis, we skip the need for calculating either dimensions or Lyapunov

exponents to win over expensive computational overhead. Another reason for not

using Lyapunov exponent is the use of Takens vector [42] in our proposed approach
(see Section 5). As mentioned here, the characteristics exposed by Lyapounov expo-
nent or the correlation dimension is similar in a chaotic series. The Takens vector is

used to reconstruct a chaotic attractor with smaller iteration length chaotic attractor

which maintains the original correlation dimension. Hence, calculating correlation
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Table 6.6: Computational overhead of the proposed feature binding for data set 16
with low dimensional chaotic series.

class

?

U

P_
9_
?

U

obj
ects

89

34

25

45

365

111

361

175

MP-7

in sec

5.6

4.5

3.2

5.6

53.7

17.5

55.3

23.5

chaotic

in sec

91.0

65.9

49.0

89.8

660.2

173.2

690.2

257.3

CML

in sec

4.2

2.1

1.4

3.2

171.4

16.6

175.6

34.1

Trajectory
in sec

54.1

35.3

26.1

47.8

495.3

145.8

467.9

205.3

histogram
in sec

0.14

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.30

0.12

0.10

0.06

sec/
object
1.7

3.1

3.1

3.2

3.7

3.1

3.8

2.9

dimension is preferred in the proposed feature binding approach than to calculate the

Lyapunov exponent. The proposed feature binding, in this thesis, allows us to suc-
cessfully reduce the computational overhead of [29], from up to 8 hours to 4 seconds.
Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 show the computational overhead in seconds for the gener-

ation of C-MPl for video objects using feature binding (data set 16 and data set 4)
with low- and high-dimensional chaotic series, respectively. Processing time for dif-
ferent modules, i.e., MPEG-7 visual descriptor extraction, low- or /i^-dimensional

chaotic series simulation, CML interaction, trajectory re-construction, and histogram

analysis are presented. On average it takes 2 to 4 seconds per video object to gen-
erate C-MPl. We use a standalone 1.6GHz intel centrino laptop with 512 MB RAM

and Matlab 7.1.0.183 (R14) to calculate the overhead.
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Table 6.7: Computational overhead of the proposed feature binding for data set 16
with high dimensional chaotic series.

class

P_
9

?

U

P_
9_
?

U

obj
ects

89

34

25

45

365

111

361

175

MP-7

in sec

7.2

4.2

3.0

5.3

36.9

16.3

46.9

43.8

chaotic

m sec

68.6

42.1

31.2

56.4

827.1

235.7

1009.0

454.9

CML

in sec

4.512

2.155

1.425

3.302

134.8

14.3

140.6

33.8

Trajectory
m sec

59.4

36.5

27.0

48.7

412.4

124.5

555.2

208.5

histogram
in sec

0.08

0.03

0.01

0.01

1.1

0.04

0.11

0.10

sec/
object
1.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.8

3.5

4.8

4.2
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6.12 Summary

This chapter presented evaluation of C-MPl on video object classification. Diverse
video objects containing abrupt changes in lighting, shaking trees, shadow, and oc-
clusions are randomly grouped into different data sets (see Table 5.1), and pre-labeled
in four different classes: has-person (p), has.group-of-persons (g), has-vehicle (v),
and has-unknown (u). Irrespective of the choice of classifiers, C-MPl with high-
dimensional chaotic series offer higher classification accuracy compared to MPEG-I
for the same data sets Hold-out cross validation, test with different data sets, and

test with unseen successive sequences are reported. C-MPl (with high- dimensional

chaotic series) offers higher classification accuracy, and is more robust than the same
with MPEG-I. The effect of transient in high-dimensional chaotic series is identified
as the reason for excellence of C-MPl as feature vector which justified the low accu-

racy with low- dimensional chaotic series. The transient in high-dimensional chaotic
series allows more subtle variations in attractors from slightest difference in feature

coefficients to capture the discriminancy of diverse image regions of the same video
object in successive frames. We also include an initial observation on sub-group clas-
sification of male and female video objects in hasjperson class. The pattern of male
and female video objects with a by-product chaotic feature vector Z (low-dimensional
chaos) are more specialized in has-person class than that with MPEG-I- The com-
putational cost on average per video object is 2 to 4 seconds, which is still high for
the generation of C-MPl in a real time surveillance system.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis has proposed a feature binding method to generate a new feature vec-
tor, C-MPl, for video object description. Our work is inspired by the simulation
of chaotic series in functional responses of neurons in human brain. The proposed
method considers MPEG-I descriptor coefficients as dynamical systems in an ab-
stract multi-dimensional feature space. Dynamical systems are excited (similar to

neuronal excitation) with either low- or /i^/z-dimensional chaotic series, and then
chaotic series coefficients undergo histogram-based clustering. We find, high dimen-
sional chaotic series is preferable as a choice over low dimensional chaotic series for
feature excitation in the proposed feature binding. The C-MPl, simulated from high

dimensional offers higher variance as a feature vector than MPEG-I. C-MPl also
provides better discriminancy in different video objects description. The multi-class
discriminant analysis of C-MPl with Fisher-criteria shows increased binary class sep-
aration for clustered video objects over that of MPEG-I. C-MPl, specifically provides
good clustering of vehicle objects against other video objects.



To verify the excellence of C-??? over MPEG-7 as a feature vector multiple
binary classifiers are used. C-MPl trains different classes of video objects in each
binary classifier. Testing of diverse video objects show improve classification accu-
racy with the MPEG-7 feature coefficients excited by high dimensional chaotic series,
over that with the original MPEG-7 visual descriptors. Using diverse video objects,
including objects from poor segmentation, C-MP7 (from high-dimensional chaotic
series simulation) offers more robustness than MPEG-7 as a feature vector for classi-
fication. C-MP7 reduce the feature vector bias better than MPEG-7, at the absence

of repeated video objects in data sets. However, C-MP7 from low-dimensional chaotic
series simulation is not as robust as MPEG-7. Longer transient in the high dimen-
sional chaotic series is identified as the reason of its excellence over the excitation

with low dimensional chaotic series. The transient is insignificant in the low dimen-
sional chaotic series. The variance in C-MP7 with high dimensional chaotic series, is

observed to be higher than that with low dimensional chaotic series.
High classification accuracy is achieved with C-MP7, from high-dimensional chaotic

series simulation, despite poor segmentation of video objects. Video objects of differ-
ent scale, resolution, orientation and occlusion are mixed in the test data set from both
indoor and outdoor surveillance scenes. Vehicle objects are clustered well, which leads
to above 99% accuracy for only vehicles against other objects in all data sets.Thus,
using diverse video objects, including objects from poor segmentation, C-MP7 offer
more robustness than MPEG-7. C-MP7 reduce the feature vector bias better than

MPEG-I, at the absence of repeated video objects in training data sets. Due to spe-
cific interests to classify male and female video objects in has-person class, we also
include an initial observation on such sub-group classification. We find, the pattern
of male and female video objects with a by-product chaotic feature vector Z (low-
dimensional chaos) are more specialized in has -person class than that with MPEG-7.
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The scopes for sub-classification for sub-set of video objects in each class are yet to
be explored.

7.2 Future work

Future work include, 1) optimization of chaotic series properties, e.g., effect of differ-
ent chaotic series parameters, effect of different coupling coefficients, and histogram
window length parameters, 2) study of similar feature binding method for finding pat-
terns in other video contents, e.g., concepts, events, 3) study sub-group classification
of video objects, as oppose to generalized video object classification, 4) integration
of MPEG-I temporal descriptors, and 5) study of similar feature binding method in
future application development, such as biometrics integration in surveillance video.

7.2.1 Chaos Parameter Optimization

We have not included any optimization on the characteristics of the chaotic series, e.g.,
effect of different chaotic series parameters, effect of different coupling coefficients, and
histogram window length parameters. An interesting observation can be to verify the
performance of each step in the proposed feature binding method (see Section 5.4).
This verification can confirm theoritical explainations in Section 6.10.1 on, a) which
step plays key role in the proposed method, and b) the effect of major steps for
robustness in the proposed method.

In this thesis, we use one-dimensional chaotic series, i.e., one variable in nonlin-

ear difference equation and first order differential equation. Discrete form of one-
dimensional chaotic series is adopted for both low- dimensional chaos equation, e.g..

Logistic map, and a high-dimensional chaos equation, e.g., Mackey Glass equation.
There a number of differential equations which exhibit chaotic series characteristics.
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Observation on additional high- dimensional chaotic series (other than Mackey Glass
equation, e.g., Kill equations [12]) can be explored.

7.2.2 Sub-group Classification Of Video Contents

In this thesis, we use the output of the proposed feature binding to create generalized

descriptions of primary video contents for video object classification in four com-

monly used classes in surveillance shots, namely, has-person, has-group-of -person,

has-vehicle, and has-unknown.. The scopes for specialized video content description

with C-??? for sub-set of video objects in a class, is yet to be explored. In Sec-
tion 6.8, we present initial observations on male and female sub-group classification

with, chaotic feature vector Z, which is a by-product output of the proposed feature

binding. We find Z is not a good candidate for generalized descriptions of video
objects in different groups (i.e., has-person, has -group-of-person, has-vehzcle, and
has-unknown). However, subjective observations on same video object in different
frames in a shot with Z show unique patterns for male or female sub-set of video

objects in hasperson class. Such unique patterns are not dominant in the subjective
evaluation for the same two sub set of video objects with C-??? (see Figs. 6.14,
6.15, 6.16, and 6.17). More quantitative study is needed to formulate a conclusive
decision on the use of the proposed feature binding for such specialized sub-group

classification of video objects.

7.2.3 MPEG-7 Description Schemes For Objects And Events

The visual descriptors are structured and related within a common framework based

on description schemes in MPEG-I. These description schemes define a model of

the description using the descriptors according to different rules. Examples are event
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description scheme for 'enter', object description schemes for 'John' or 'person' [146].
The description schemes generate human readable XML description [147,148]. Future
work can be initiated to generate description schemes from successfully classified

objects and events in a video surveillance scene.

7.2.4 MPE G- 7 Temporal Descriptors

Our future work includes the investigation of temporal MPEG-I visual descriptors

(e.g., motion activity, trajectory) to further strengthen the chaotic feature binding to
yield more distinctive chaotic descriptor for video contents. In the proposed approach
we extract a set of MPEG-? visual descriptors which provide spatial information
about the video object. Temporal descriptors are not considered as they are not
suitable to be compared in the same spatial domain of frame analysis. For example,
motion activity descriptor is not used as they integrate in the temporal domain, and
can be comparable only if the descriptors used (e.g., color, texture, and shape) would
be aggregated over time [10].

It is plausible to use MPEG-? temporal descriptors in a shot-based object and
event description. All the descriptor coefficients will need to be aggregated over
the shot (e.g., set of 30 frames/second), and corresponding statistical property (e.g.,
mean ) of each feature element can be taken as input for the proposed histogram-
based feature binding. Observation on occlusion is not performed in this work, as
description of occluded object is much easier with temporal descriptors. Temporal
descriptors will enable description of occluded objects in successive frames before and
after occlusion. In the current work, occlusion detection is handled during tracking

in video analysis. We focus on video content description, and use list of video objects
as available from tracking. Inclusion of temporal descriptors will require shot-based
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classifier design of with new training and test data.

7.2.5 Biometrics Integration In Surveillance Video

In the post-9/11 era of reality, the research in surveillance video is moving towards
the integration of multi-modal biometrics, and is gaining momentum in homeland se-
curity applications. Biometrics, by definition, identify a person based on some feature
of his/her biological characteristics. These feature can be behavioral in nature, such
as, the way a person writes a signature, or types in keyboard, or these features can be
physiological, such as a palm print or finger print, the arrangement of blood vessels in
the retina, the patterns in the iris, \'oice print, and face response of emotional expres-

sions [149-151]. Traditional biometrie applications deal with image-based input in
constrained environments and co-cooperativeness from the person in question. Ma-

jor advancement is achieved in recognizing an individual person, using image-based
traditional biometrics [152]. More needs to be done for unconstrained surveillance
scenarios, 1) to identify/recognize an individual, and 2) to predict an incident/crime
before it happens.

The future surveillance system needs to integrate biometrie [8, 153-156]. A bio-
metric surveillance system needs to be multi-modal, flexible, and scalable. [157] uses
fusion of visual and thermal modalities for person authentication. For both the above

mentioned scenarios 1) and 2) in this section, fusion [158] of multi-modal biometrie
features and low resolution traditional surveillance camera feeds, needs to be studied

with newer feature processing tools.

MPEG-I provides a set of robust, scale and resolution invariant, visual descriptors
based on human visual systems [9]. On the other hand, neuroscience experiments have
established a link in explaining the brain activity of human and chaos theory [11,13].
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[159] uses MPEG-7 based color and texture features for face recognition. [160,161]
uses chaos to encrypt watermark of face images for biometrie verification. For person

identification, [162] uses wavelet decomposition to extract invariant features from
spatially enhanced fused images of face and palm print images. Fractal dimension

feature of iris is used in [163] for personal identification. Chaos theory is also explored
in biometrie applications [161,164]. Both the MPEG-7 and chaos theory can be
further studied separately for multi-modal biometrie feature fusion. Another possible
avenue can be to use the proposed feature binding method, in this thesis, to create or

modify biometrie features for person identification/recognition, and crime/incident
prevention.
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Appendix A

XML descriptions of MPEG-?

Visual Descriptors

This appendix presents sample XML description of MPEG-7 visual descriptors in different

video objects.
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Table A.l: MPEG- 7 Dominant Color descriptor coefficents for different video objects.
<?xml version = ' 1.0' encoding ^7ISO -8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " tirn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 200 1 "
xmlns:xml — " ht tp :/ /www . w3 . org /XML/ 1 998/ namespace "
xmlns: xsi = "http:/ /www. w3 .org /2001 /XMLSchema— i ? stance "
xmlns : mpeg7 = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema: 2001" xsi : schemaLocation
= "urn : mpeg . mpeg7 : schema :2001 MpegT— 2001.xsd">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type = " DominantColorType">
<Spat ial Coherency >0</ Sp at iaICoherency>
<VaIueXPercentage >17</ Percentage >
<lndex>0 0 0 </Index></Value>
<VaiueXPercentage >2</ Percentage >
<Index>6 5 5 </Index></Value>
<ValueXPercentage >7</ Percentage >
<Index>ll 9 9 </Index></VaIue>
<ValueXPercentage >3</ Percent age >
<Index>17 16 16 </IndexX/Value>
</Descriptor X/Des c r i ? ti on Unit ></Mpeg7>
has-person
<?xml ? e r s i o
<Mpeg7 xmlns
xmlns
xmlns
xmlns : mpeg7
= "urn : mpeg:
<Descr i ? t ion
<Descriptor
<SpatialCohe
<VaIneXPerc
<lndex>0 0
<ValueXPerc
<Index>]l 1
<ValueXPerc
<Index>28 2
< Value >< Pere
<Index>]7 1
<ValueXPerc
<I ndex >6
<VaíueXPerc
<Index>18 1
<ValueXPerc
<Index>ll 1
</Descr i ? tor

n = '1.0" encoding^'ISO-Sesg-l' ?>
7 urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema:2001"

"http : / /www. w3 org /XML/ 1998/ namespace"
" http : / /www. w3. org /2001 /XMLSchema— i nstance"
= "urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema: 200 lr' xsi : schemaLocation
mpeg7: schema:2001 Mpeg7- 200 1 . xsd">
Unit xsi: type = ^DescriptorCoIlectionType'^
xsi : type = " Dominan tCoIorType':>
ency >0</ S pati al Coherency >

entage >21</ Percen tage >
0 </IndexX/Value>

entage >0</ Percentage >
2 18 </IndexX/V'alue>
entage >3</ Percen tage >
9 30 </IndexX/Vahie>
entage >1</Percen tage >
8 21 </IndexX/VaIue>
entage >1</Percentage>

8 </lndex></Value>
entage >1</ Percen tage >
9 18 </IndexX/Value>
entage >1</ Percen tage >
3 12 </IndexX/Value>
X/Descript ion Unit ></Mpeg7>

ha.s-group^o f „persons'
<?xml version = '1.0' encoding = 'ISO - 8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = '' urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 200 1 "
xmlns : xml = "http:/ /www. w3 . org /XML/ 1998/ namespace "
xmlns: xsi = "http:/ /www. w3 . org /2001 /XMLSchema— i ? st an ce "
xmlns : mpeg7 = "urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema:2001" xsi : schemaLocation
= "urn:mpeg: mpeg7 : schema :2001 Mpeg7 — 2001.xsd">
<Descr iptionUnit xsi: type = " Descr i pt or Col 1 ect i onTy pe">
<Descriptor xsi : type = " DominantColorType!:>
<Spat i al Coherency >0</ Sp at i al Coherency >
<ValueXPercen tage > 13</ Percentage >
<lndex>0 0 0 </l ndex ></Value>
<ValueXPercentage >9</Percen tage>
<lndex>5 4 3 </Index></Vaíue>
<ValueX Percen tage >4</ Percen tage >
<Index>14 12 10 </Index></Value>
<ValueXPercentage >2</ Percen tage >
<Index>9 4 3 </In d ex ></VaIue>
<ValueX Percen tage >1</Percentage>
<Index>22 20 18 </IndexX/Value>
</D escript- or ></Descr i pt ionUni t ></Mpeg7>
has-vehicle
<?xml version = 1.0 ' encoding = 'ISO -8859- 1 * ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 2 00 1 t:
xmlns:xml = "http : / /www . w3 . org /XML/ 1 998/ namespace"
xmlns: xsi = "http:/ /www. w3 - org /2001 / XMLSchema- instance ""'
xmlns : mpeg7 = "urn : mpeg : mpeg7 :schema:2001v xsi : schemaLocation
= " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema:2001 Mpeg7 — 2001 - xsdT:>
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descript.or xsi : type = " Dominan tColorTy pe" >
<Spati al Coherency >0</ S pati al Co h erency>
< ValueXPercentage >33</ Percentage >
<lndex>0 0 0 </I ? d ex></Value>
<V"alue><Percenl.age >10</Percentage>
<lndex>7 7 8 </I ? d ex ></Value>
<ValueXPercen t :ige >7</ Percentage >
<Index>]4 14 14 < /I ndex ></Value>
< ValueX Percentage >0</ Percentage >
<lndex>25 25 28 </] ? dex ></Val ue>
</Descriptor X/Descri ptionUnit ></Mpeg7>
has-uìì krniron
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Table A. 2: MPEG-7 Color Layout descriptor coefficents for different video objects.
<?xml version = '1.0' encoding ='lSO -8859- 1' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " http :/ /m™. mpeg7 . org /2001/MPEG~7-Schema"
xmlns : xsi = "http: //www. w3 . org /2 000/ 10/ XMLSchema— i ? s t an e e ">
<DescrjptionUnit xsi : type = "DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type = " ColorLayout.Type"XYDCCoeff>7</YDCCoeff>
<CbDCCoeff>30</CbDCCoeff>
<CrDCCoeff>33</CrDCCoeff>
<YACCoeff5>9 18 6 21 .18 </YACCoeff5>
<CbACCoeff2>16 16 </CbACCoeff2>
<CrACCoeff2 >17 16 </Cr ACCoeff2 >
</Descriptor ></Descript ionUni t ></Mpeg7>
has-person ___
<?xml version = '1.0' encoding = 'ISO -8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " http :/ /www. mpeg7 . org /2001/MPEG-7-Schema"
xmlns: xsi = "http ://www. w3 . org /2 000/1 0/ XMLSchema— instan ce">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescrîptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi:type = " ColorLayou tType">< YDCCoeff>7</YDCCoeff>
<CbDCCoeff>33</CbDCCoeff>
<CrDCCoeff>29</CrDCCoeff>
<YACCoeff5>14 14 9 16 12 </YACCoeff5>
<CbACCoeff2>16 16 </C'b ACCoeff2>
<CrACCoeff2>17 17 </C'r ACCoeff2>
</ Descriptor ></DescriptionUnit ></Mpeg7>
has-group-of .persons
<?xml version = '1.0' encod i ? g ='ISO - 8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " h t tp : / /www. mpeg7 . org /2001/MPEG— 7_Schema"
xmlns: xsi = "http: //www. w3 . org /2000/ 1 0/ XMLSchema— i ? s t an ce">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type = " ColorLayoutType"XYDCCoeff>lK/YDCCoeff>
<CbDCCoeff>25</CbDCCoeff>
<CrDCCoeff>35</CrDCCoeff>
<YACCoeff5>20 7 8 10 6 </YACCoeff5>
<CbACCoeff2>15 18 </CbACCoeff2>
<CrACCoeff2>16 16 </Cr ACCoeff2>
</Descriptor ></Descri ? t i on Uni t ></Mpeg7>
has-vehicle.
<?xml version = '1.0' encoding = '!SO -8859-1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " http :/ /www. mpeg7 . org /2001 /MPEG- 7_Schema"
xmlns: xsi = "http: //www. w3 .org /2000/ 10/ XMLSchema— inst ance" >
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type = " ColorLayou t.Type">< YDCCoeff>13</YDCCoeff>
<CbDCCoeff>32</CbDCCoeff>
<CrDCCoeff>29</CrDCCoeff>
<YACCoeff5>20 18 5 17 7 </YACCoeff5>
<CbACCoeff2>15 15 </CbACCoeff2>
<CrACCoeff2>16 16 </CrACCoeff2 >
</Descriptor ></Descri ? tionUni t ></Mpeg7>
has-unknown ^^^^
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Table A. 3: MPEG-7 Edge Histogram descriptor coefficents for different video objects.

<?xml version = '1.O' encoding = 'ISO-8859-1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns — " h 1 1 ? : //uw. mpeg7 . org /2001/MPEG-7_Schema"
xmlns : xsi = "http : / /www. w3 . org / 2000/ 10/ XMLSchema— i nstance:,>
<DescriptionUnit xsi : type = " DescriptorCol]ectionType'>
<Descriptor xsi: type = " EdgeH istogramType">
<BinCounts>4 4 3 7104 0610002000000
51171210732 135000000010
102317025170310300000100
0111232031110 </BinCounts>
</Descriptor x/Des cr i ? ti on U ? i t ></Mpeg7>
h a.s -person

<?xml version = '1.0' encoding = 'ISO-8859-1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " h 1 1 ? : / /www. mpeg7 . or g /2001 /MPEG-7_Schema"
xmlns : xsi = " http : //\vww.w3. org / 2000/ 10/ XMLSchema- i ? s t an e e">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorColiectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type — " EdgeHi s togramType ">
<BinCoiint.s>3 11 31300110000000000
4013 1613 3 1 1 344100010100
2160 2 4132552211221100152
2413 013 120141 </BinCounts>
</Descriptor ></DescriptionUnit X/Mpeg7>
T 7 ?h as -group-of-persons

<?xml version = 1I. 0' encoding =')SO-8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " http :/ /www. mpeg7 . org /2001/MPEG-7_Schema"
xmlns: xsi = "http : / /www·. w3 . org / 2000/ 10/ XMLSchema- i ? s tan ce ">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = :'DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type = " EdgeHistogramType">
<BínCounts>3 2 6 012655107240311 70
61530000000210040150501
7000100121 1 06003003071 07
1400701024630 </BinCounts>
</Descriptor ></Descr i ? tionUn i t ></Mpeg7>
h as -vehicle

<?xml version = ' 1 .0' encoding = 'ISO - 8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns ~ " h t tp : //www. mpeg7 . org /2001 /MPEG-7-Schema"
xmlns: xsi — "http:/ ¡www. w3.org /2000 /10/ XMLSchema— ins tane e">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type= "DescriptorCoIlectionType">
<Descr¡ptor xsi : type = " EdgeHistogramType">
<BinCounts>3 3 2 100302 0 03200251 10
44550025001 130012000445
2 10551 Olli 3 00100024331 07
0 100400013100 </BinCounts>
</Descriptor ></DescriptionUni t ></Mpeg7>
h as -Unknown

¦*s»*.i :mì*
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Table A. 4: MPEG- 7 Region Shape descriptor coefficents for different video objects.

<?xml version = '1.O" encoding = 'ISO-8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " h ttp : //www. mpeg? . org /2001 /MPEG-7-Schema"
xmlns: xsi — ::http:/ /www. w3 . org /2000/ 10/ XMLSchema— ins t an ce">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = '' Descript.orCo]IectionTypp.">
<Descriptor xsi : type = " RegionShapeType">
<MagnitudeOfART>14 15 0 0 1 13 12 3 1 0 0 14 13 9 0 0 0 9
99000766000676 000 </MagnitudeOfART>
</Desi;riptor X/ D esc ri ? ti on Unit ></Mpeg7>
has-person

<?xml version = 1I. 0! encod i ng = : JSO - 8859- 1 : ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " h t tp : / /mw . mpeg? . org /200 1 /MPEG-7_Schema "
xmlns : xsi = ''http ://www. w3 ¦ org /2000/ 1 0/ XMLSchema- i ? s ta ? ce " >
<Descript ionUnit xsi : type — " Descript.orColIectionType'">
<Descrîptor xsi: type = " Region ShapeType " >
<MagnitudeOfART>32 15 1 2 3 15 " 15 11 2 2 0 14 14 11 3 2 0 7
18 3 1 0 11 11 4 3 0 0 10 11 9 3 0 0 </MagnitudeOfART>
</Descriptor ></Descr i ? ti on U ? i t. ></Mpeg7>

TT 7 7
nas-gronp_oj -persons

<?xml version = : 1 .0 " encod i ? g — " ISO - 8859- 1 ; ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns ~ "http .//www. mpeg? . org /2001 /MPEG-7-Schema"
xmlns: xsi = "http : / /www. w3. org /2000/10/ XMLSchema- instance">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorCoIlectionType">
<Descriptor xsi: type = '" RegionShapeType">
<MagnitudeOfART>14 15Î 3 4 13101 42214 13930367
821 1769103 5561 10 </MagnitudeOfART>
</Descriptor ></Descr i ption Unit ></Mpeg7>
has-vehicle

<?xml version = !1.0! en codi ? g = : ISO - 8859 - 1 : ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " h ttp : / /www . mpeg7 . org /200 1 /MPEG-7_Schem a?'
xmlns: xsi = "http ://www. w3 org / 2000/ 10/ XMLSchema— i ? s t an ce ">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "DescriptorCollectionType">
<Descriptor xsi. type = " RegionShapeType ">
<MagnitudeOfART>14 15 9 11 1 2 1 5 13 1 1 7 3 6 1 3 12 7 0 5 7 13 12
7644211022986542 </MagnitudeOfART>
</Descriptor ></Desc r i pt i on U ? i t ></Mpeg7>

TT ; 7nas-un known
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Table A. 5: MPEG-7 Contour Shape descriptor coeffieents for different video objects.

sd">

<?xml version = '1.0' encodi ng = 'lSO-8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 200 1 "
xmlns:xsi = T: h 1 1 ? : / /www . w3 . org /2001 / XMLSchema— i ? s t an ce "
xsi: schemaLocation = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 :schema:2001 schema/ M peg 7— 2001.
<DescriptionUnit xsi : type = "DescriptorCoIlectionType">
<Descriptor xsiitype = " ContourShapeType"XGIobal Curvature >24 7 </GIobalCurvatu re>
<PrototypeCurvature >2 8 </Proto t y peCu rvat ure>
<HighestPeakY >38</HighestPeakY >
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX

'28" peak Y = "3"/>
"42" peakY = "5"/>
"1" peak Y = "5"/>
"14" peakY = "6"/>
"8" peakY = "6"/>
"20" peakY = "6"/>
"54" peakY = "5"/>
"14" peakY = "5"/>
"29" peakY = "7"/>

</Descriptor X/ Descript. ionUnit ></Mpeg7>
"^rTas-person

<?xml version ='1.0' encodi ng ='ISO-8859- 1 : ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 200 1 "
xmlns: xsi = "http: //www. w3 org /2001 /XMLSchema— instance"
xsi : schemaLocation = " urn : mpeg: mpeg7 : schema : 2001 schema/Mpeg7 — 2001 . xsd">
<DescriptionUnit xsi: type = "Descript. orColIectionT y pe" >
<Descriptor xsi: type = " Con tourShapeType"X G lobal Cu rvat u r e >39 7 </G ) obal C u r ? a t u re>
<PrototypeCiir\ature>3 11 </Prot ot y peCli na t U re >
<HighestPeakY >39</Highest.PeakY >
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Penk peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX

38" peakY
48" peakY
21" peakY
53" peakY
9" peakY =
15:' peakY
43" peakY
29" peakY

peakY

"5"/>
"2"/>
"7"/>
"6"/>

"6"/>
"6"/>
"6"/>
"7'7>

"5"/>
</Descriptor ></DescriptionUnit ></Mpeg7>
has-group-of .persons
<?xml version = ' 1.0 ' encoding ='-ISO -8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " urn : mpeg : mpeg? : schema : 2001 "
xmlns: xsi = "http:/ /www . w3 . org/2001 /XMLSchema— i ris tance "
xsi : schemaLocation = " u r ? : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 200 1 schema/Mpeg7 — 2001 . xsd">
<Descrip t i on U ni t xsi : type = " Desc r i ? t or Col 1 ec t i on Ty ? e">
<Descriptor xsi:type = " ContourShapeType"XGlobalCurvature >63 7 </GlobalCur
<PrototypeCurvature >11 26 </PrototypeCurvature>
<HighestPeakY >46</ Highest Peak Y >
<Peak peakX = "24" peakY = "2"/>
<Peak peakX = "44" peakY = "7"/>

"20" peakY = "5"/>
"53" peakY = "6"/>
"10" peakY = "6"/>
"45" peakY = "5"/>
"52" peakY = "6'/>
"35" peakY = " 5" / >
"42" peakY = "7"/>

<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
</Descriptor ></DescriptionUnit ></Mpeg7>
hasjvehicle

<?xml version ='1.0' encoding ='lSO-8859- 1 ' ?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema: 2001 "
xmlns: xsi = "http: //www. w3 . org/2001 /XMLSchema— i ? st. a ? ce "
? si : schemaLocation = " urn : mpeg : mpeg7 : schema : 2001 schema/ Mpeg7 — 2001 . xsd">
<Descr i ? t. i on U ? i t. xsi: type = " Desc ri ? t. o r Co 1 1 e c t i ? ? Ty pe">
<Descriptor xsi: type = " ContourShapeType"XG lobai Curvati! re >9 8 </ G loba J Cu r vat u re>
<Prototy peCur vat.ure >3 8 </Prototy peCu r ? a t. U r e >
< Highest Peak Y >23</ Highest PeakY >
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Peak peakX
<Pea.k peakX

"17
"24"
'59"
¦20"
'5 7"
"11"
"3"

22"
¦25""

peakY
peakY
peakY
peakY
peakY
peakY

peakY" =
peakY
peakY

"5"/>
"2"/>
"4"/>
"7"/>
"7"/>
"6"/>

"6"/>
"6"7>

"/>
</Descr ip t or X/Descr i ? t i on U ? i t. X/Mpeg/>

7~j Z 'lins-un A-note ïi
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